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Abstract 

 

Consumption, Gossip and Power:  

An in-depth analysis of the female characters in Edith Wharton’s The House of 

Mirth and Cecily von Ziegesar’s Gossip Girl series 

 

Both Edith Wharton’s The House of Mirth (1905) and Cecily von Ziegesar’s Gossip Girl series 

(2002-2007) are best-selling works depicting rich, upper class society in New York City. While 

fictional, both works explore and comment upon real life society, specifically in relation to 

attitudes concerning women’s roles. The goal of this thesis is to examine the similarities between 

these works in many respects, including the historical framework, the genres, the role of rumor 

and gossip and the different attitudes toward consumption. The House of Mirth heavily influenced 

the Gossip Girl series, yet despite this the overall tones of the works are markedly different. 

Through a close analysis of the texts, this thesis aims to conclude that due to increasing freedoms 

available to women in contemporary America compared with late 19th century society, the 

Gossip Girl series has a positive tone toward similar themes that are portrayed negative in The 

House of Mirth.  
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Introduction 

 

Edith Wharton’s The House of Mirth (1905) and Cecily von Ziegesar’s Gossip Girl (2002)—

these two titles may seem vastly different and many critics tens to consider Wharton’s novel as 

“high art” worthy of critical discussion and praise, whereas von Ziegesar’s first book of her 11-

book Gossip Girl series is seen as “low art” or trash literature, despite its high commercial 

success. This quality distinction between what is high art and low art is particularly interesting for 

the two works mentioned above because they share many themes, characters and settings. In fact, 

these works are remarkably similar. The House of Mirth and the Gossip Girl series both focus on 

rich New York society, consumption, consumerism and gossip. The biggest difference between 

the texts is the nearly 100-year publication gap. Yet, the texts are not grouped together on the 

same critical level. However, in his book discussing popular culture, Richard Keller Simon makes 

the provoking statement, “Many of the differences between trash culture and high culture show 

only that storytelling adapts to changing economic, social and political conditions” (2). Simon’s 

attempt to narrow the division between high and trash culture forms the basic underlying 

questions this thesis will address. More specifically, this thesis will compare two works of fiction, 

one considered part of high culture and one deemed part of trash culture. 

 

The particular selection of Wharton’s novel and von Ziegesar’s series is a result of the many 

similarities between the works. Wharton’s influence on von Ziegesar’s Gossip Girl series is very 

clear. To begin with, according to an article written by Sadie Stein, von Ziegesar cited Wharton’s 

The House of Mirth as her main influence for the 11-book series. The influence has also spread to 

the popular American television series based off von Ziegesar’s series, called Gossip Girl, now in 

its third season, in which the characters perform a staged production of Wharton’s The Age of 

Innocence. Lily Bass and Serena van der Woodsen are the female protagonists in The House of 

Mirth and the Gossip Girl series, respectively. Furthermore, it is also interesting to note that 

Serena’s mother in the series is called Lillian van der Woodsen and in the television series her 

name is Lily Bass. Clearly, von Ziegesar plucked out bits of Wharton’s narrative for use in the 

Gossip Girl series, both in print and on television.  
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In a sense, von Ziegesar essentially revised The House of Mirth to cater to a contemporary 

audience, a technique that is often employed in the world of literature. According to Simon, “We 

are surrounded by stories that echo, repeat, revise and adapt the entire history of literature” (3-4). 

With these thoughts in mind, this thesis aims to analyze the similarities and differences between 

The House of Mirth and the Gossip Girl series in relation to changes in American society. In 

particular, this thesis examines the different cultural contexts concerning wealthy society from 

late 19th century to contemporary New York City and how these changes are reflected in two 

literary works. Specifically, the decreasing importance of a socially and economically successful 

marriage is linked to the increasing freedoms women in the Gossip Girl series experience. 

Women in The House of Mirth are trained from birth to marry for higher social mobility, which 

leads to a feeling of suppression and isolation.  

 

Furthermore, the different genres of The House of Mirth and the Gossip Girl series are explored 

as a reflection of changing attitudes in society. As a novel of manners, The House of Mirth 

presents a realistic picture of wealthy New York society during the turn of the century. At the 

same time, Wharton is often critical of the expectations and restraints on women during this time, 

which is reflected in the death of the main female protagonist. On the other hand, the Gossip Girl 

series is considered chick lit, a relatively new genre that presents a witty, yet realistic image of 

contemporary women (see e.g. Wells 64). However, chick lit is decidedly optimistic in tone and 

von Ziegesar embraces and supports the freedom and extended rights that feminism has granted 

women.  

 

This thesis also explores specific concepts in relation to the works, in particular gossip, 

consumption, consumerism, beauty and social ruin. In general, this thesis argues that each of 

these aspects has a negative tone and outcome in The House of Mirth and a positive and even 

encouraging result in the Gossip Girl series. The exact reason for the differences in attitudes 

toward the above topics is not completely evident, but seems to stem from the differences in 

society from the 19th century to the present age. 

 

A short note on the texts is necessary for enhanced comprehension of the following analysis. 

When referencing The House of Mirth, the full title or the shorted title, Mirth, is employed. The 
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titles of the different books in the Gossip Girl series are slightly more complicated. When 

referring to all 11 books in the series, the term Gossip Girl series is used and the eponymous 

character of the series is referred to as Gossip Girl. Each individual book in the series is italicized, 

including the first book, Gossip Girl, which shares the same title as the series. In an effort to 

minimize confusion, the individual book title is written in parentheses with each reference or 

quote from the series.  

 

Portraying Plot and Charting Characters 

 

Now that the main aims of this thesis have been established, it is important to provide some basic 

information relating to the similarities in plot and characters between The House of Mirth and the 

Gossip Girl series. This section is by no means an exhaustive listing, but rather a brief rundown 

to establish characters and setting. It is also noteworthy that there have not been any comparisons 

of any length made between Wharton’s novel and von Ziegesar’s series; therefore, this succinct 

analysis should be viewed as a starting point for further examination. Although the characters in 

Mirth are adults and the characters in the Gossip Girl series are teenagers, they are still worthy of 

comparison because in the world of Gossip Girl adults are irrelevant: 

Luckily Blair and her friends came from the kind of families for whom drinking 

was as commonplace as blowing your nose … So Blair and her friends could drink 

whatever they wanted, whenever they wanted, … The same thing went for 

everything else, like sex or drugs—as long as you kept appearances, you were all 

right. (von Ziegesar 6)  

Even though the Gossip Girl series is written and marketed for young adults, the characters are 

treated and act as adults, thus providing an equivalent comparison to the adult characters in The 

House of Mirth. Furthermore, the main characters from The House of Mirth and the Gossip Girl 

series are startlingly similar, particularly the two female characters, Lily and Bertha in Mirth and 

Serena and Blair in the Gossip Girl series.1 Lily and Serena are beautiful and outwardly perfect, 

whereas Bertha and Blair are extremely powerful and often vindictive. 

 

                                                        
1 Although not a large focus in this thesis, the main male characters, Selden (Mirth) and Nate (Gossip Girl series), 
who form part of a “love triangle” with the two female leads are also strikingly similar, a topic that warrants further 
study. 
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To begin with, Lily Bass is beyond beautiful and inspires envy in women and lust in men. She is 

also rather complex; she desperately wants to marry to maintain her social position and although 

she has many opportunities to do so, she never does. Other characters in the novel, who act as 

catalysts to explain Lily, even remark on her complexity and ambivalence. One character 

remarks,  

That’s Lily all over, you know: she works like a slave preparing the ground and 

sowing her seed; but the day she ought to be reaping the harvest she oversleeps 

herself or goes off on a picnic … Sometimes, … I think it’s just flightiness—and 

sometimes I think it’s because, at heart, she despises the things she’s trying for. 

And it’s the difficulty of deciding that makes her such an interesting study. 

(Wharton 189) 

Lily was born into wealth and then her family loses it, thereby forcing her to marry into wealth if 

she wants to maintain her rich upbringing. Throughout the novel Lily is trying to fully re-enter 

the wealthy world she was born into. However, despite her desires for money and material 

possessions, Lily fails to marry for reasons that are never quite clear, but hint to the fact that she 

is not bred to be a “typical” rich society woman like her friends. She wants something more from 

life and without attaining it she perishes.  

 

In the Gossip Girl series, Serena van der Woodsen resembles Lily. Serena is extremely beautiful 

and all the girls want to be like her and because they cannot, they are often jealous. Additionally, 

when Serena walks into a room, all eyes are immediately on her. In the context of a more modern 

setting, Serena also has traces of Lily’s complexity. Although Serena can date practically any guy 

that she wants, she chooses not to because she wants something more out of life. She wants love. 

Furthermore, like Lily, Serena feels dissatisfied with her life and instead of relying on a man to 

make her feel worthy, she turns toward a career in movies. Instead of focusing on men, Serena 

secures her first movie role and “For the first time in her life she realized that this was something 

she really wanted. And it hadn’t just happened. She’d made it happen” (von Ziegesar, Nothing 

Can Keep Us Together 188). Serena is motivated to achieve want she desires. Unlike the other 

teenagers in the series, Serena forgoes college in order to become an actress in the hopes that she 

will find herself. In a very real sense, Lily and Serena can be viewed as analogous characters. 

Apart from the same sort of superficial characteristics, both women perceive a lack in their lives 
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that they attempt to rectify. The big difference is the fact that Serena succeeds in accomplishing 

what she wants, whereas Lily fails. 

 

The other main female lead in Mirth is Bertha Dorset, who is one of the most powerful females in 

the novel. Bertha is extremely wealthy and uses her higher position to get what she wants. 

Explaining the difference between Lily and Bertha, one character says,  

“Every one knows you’re a thousand times handsomer and cleverer than 

Bertha; but then you’re not nasty. And for always getting what she wants in the 

long run, commend me to a nasty woman.”  

Miss Bart stared in affected reproval. “I thought you were so fond of 

Bertha.”  

“Oh, I am—it’s much safer to be fond of dangerous people. But she is 

dangerous.” (Wharton 44) 

Bertha is clearly a strong woman, who uses her power to spread false information about Lily, 

which ultimately leads to Lily’s social ruin. Once she is ruined, Bertha never apologies for her 

accusations, nor tries to help out Lily. Bertha is self-absorbed and only thinks about her own 

desires. 

 

Likewise, Blair Waldorf is the queen of the social scene at her private high school. She is also 

powerful and expects other students to do as she says, even Serena. Blair is described as “the 

bitchiest, vainest girl in the entire senior class, or maybe the entire world” (von Ziegesar, Because 

I’m Worth It 5). She is also self-centered because “whenever Blair did anything nice for someone 

else, she usually regretted it. Which kind of explained why she was such a bitch most of the time” 

(von Ziegesar, Because I’m Worth It 9). Like Bertha, Blair only thinks of herself and how her 

actions will improve her life. Blair even tries to oust Serena from the social circle, but is 

unsuccessful. Ultimately, Blair grows throughout the series because she decides that if she cannot 

achieve what Serena can achieve, it is better to help Serena then let opportunities go to waste. In 

the last three novels Blair realizes she cannot outdo Serena, so she abandons her conniving ways 

and forges a bond with Serena, a sharp contrast with Bertha’s character.  
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Frenemies 

 

The tenuous relationship between Lily and Bertha and Serena and Blair is best described by the 

term frenemy. The term frenemy is a blending of the words “friend” and “enemy,” implying a 

relationship that shifts between affableness and hostility. Furthermore, according to the Merriam-

Webster Online Dictionary, a frenemy is “one who pretends to be a friend but is actually an 

enemy” and according to the Oxford English Dictionary, a frenemy is “a person with whom one 

is friendly, despite a fundamental dislike or rivalry; a person who combines the characteristics of 

a friend and an enemy.” Based on these two definitions it is evident that a frenemy is both a 

friend and an enemy and the person switches between the two relationships depending on what 

rapport is most beneficial for the circumstances. The frenemy concept is a vital aspect in both The 

House of Mirth and the Gossip Girl series although with an opposite outcome. In Mirth, Lily’s 

and Bertha’s changing relationship causes Lily to put too much trust in Bertha, which results in 

Lily’s banishment from high society. In the Gossip Girl series, Serena and Blair are often in 

direct competition with one another over men, jobs and social success and after toggling between 

friends and enemies they ultimately end up friendly. In general, Mirth casts doubt over the 

frenemy relationship, whereas the Gossip Girl series embraces it. 

 

In The House of Mirth, it is always Bertha who plays the role of frenemy due to her position of 

power as the wealthy social ringleader. Her friends think she is “dangerous” and “delights in 

making people miserable” (Wharton 44). However, Bertha is not completely dominant because 

Lily is more beautiful, which ignites jealously and poses a threat to Bertha’s high position in her 

society group. This tension between money/power and beauty forms the basis for the frenemy 

relationship between the two women. At the start of the novel, Bertha and Lily are friends when 

they both spend the weekend at the Trenors. Lily fills the weekend, and most of the book, in fact, 

trying to land a husband. Also, despite being married, Bertha has affections for Selden and when 

Lily spends time alone with him, Bertha becomes malevolent and ruins Lily’s chances with her 

prospective suitor. Here Bertha shifts from Lily’s friend to her enemy. Later in the text, when 

Lily is afraid she might be socially ruined, Bertha is friendly again and invites her on a trip to the 

Mediterranean. Little does Lily know that her invitation is a trap masked by friendliness. Bertha 

devotes the trip to flirting with other men and ignoring her husband and Lily is forced to spend 
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time with Mr. Dorset, Bertha’s husband. Bertha and Mr. Dorset are not happy together, but 

Bertha cannot leave him because she does not want to lose her source of income (Wharton 44). 

Instead, Bertha commits adultery and before her scandalous affairs become public, she betrays 

Lily and accuses her, an unmarried woman, of trying to steal her married husband and with those 

false accusations, Lily is banished from high society. No one dares listen to Lily’s side of the 

story over Bertha’s because Bertha as a social ringleader she has the upper hand. Bertha’s shifts 

from Lily’s friend to her enemy portray her as a manipulative woman who uses Lily to get what 

she wants, in this case, a spotless status as a married woman and a continued source of wealth. 

 

However, in the Gossip Girl series, the discrepancy between Serena’s and Blair’s social power is 

not as yawning, which enables both girls to engage in frenemy behaviors. Upon Serena’s return 

from boarding school, Blair acknowledges her mixed emotions, “And Blair saw Serena, her best 

friend, the girl she would always love and hate. The girl she could never measure up to and had 

tried so hard to replace” (von Ziegesar, Gossip Girl 23). At the start of the series, Blair is 

certainly the more powerful girl and she purposely excludes Serena from parties and social events 

in order to maintain her hold on the social scene. However, as the series progresses, Serena gains 

more and more power because she is so irresistible. Blair loathes all the attention Serena receives: 

“Blair wanted to cover her diamond-studded ears to block out the sound of everyone whispering 

Serena’s name. Those eyes! Those legs! That fantastic hair! It was completely nauseating” (von 

Ziegesar, Because I’m Worth It 118). Serena is the center of attention because less popular girls 

want to be her and nearly all of the men in the books want to date her. Serena also gets accepted 

to every college she applies to, while Blair only gets accepted to her “safety” schools. 

Furthermore, both Serena and Blair try out for a movie role and Serena gets it. Serena’s gaining 

social acceptance grants her similar social status as Blair, which undoubtedly causes conflicts 

between them. However, at the very end of the last novel in the series, Don’t You Forget About 

Me, Serena and Blair manage to become true friends once they finally realize that they cannot 

rely on men. Instead, they choose to rely on each other, a sharp contrast to the morose resolution 

in Mirth. 
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Setting the Stage: Cultures and Genres 

 

With a general familiarity of the most significant characters and storylines in The House of Mirth 

and the Gossip Girl series now established, it is important to extrapolate the different generations 

and backgrounds of the works. In nearly 100 years, significant changes in society and literary 

traditions are certainly expected. This section aims to investigate the different societal attitudes in 

wealthy New York City during the late 1800s/early 1900s and the late 1900s/early 2000s and 

how these differences function in the novels in question. Additionally, the different literary 

traditions from the time periods are analyzed, in particular the realist novel of manners and the 

so-called trashy chick lit. As will be shown, despite the large time interval, the two genres share 

many of the same ideas and themes and, in fact, chick lit is even viewed as a contemporary re-

interpretation of the novel of manners. 

 

Comparing Cultures: Late 1900s NYC and Present-Day Manhattan 

 

Although The House of Mirth and the Gossip Girl series have many parallels in plot and 

significance, the works stem from unique cultural contexts. Before an in-depth discussion about 

the two texts can occur, it is crucial to investigate the differences between late-19th-century New 

York society, the realm of Mirth, and present-day millennium-era Manhattan, the glamorous 

world of Gossip Girl. The House of Mirth and the Gossip Girl series center on the world of 

wealthy New York society, but the different time periods, a span of nearly 100 years, color the 

characters’ behavior and the significance of the narratives. In Wharton’s world, wealthy women 

were ensnared for the first time in the flashbulb glare of the public and presses. Furthermore, 

women of high society took on roles of power to establish a strict system for maintaining order 

amidst the affluent elite. Nowadays, with the spread of the Internet and mass communication, the 

happenings of well-to-do society are splashed in nearly every corner of the public sphere, from 

glossy magazines to television. Gossip Girl and all her girlfriends wield unprecedented amounts 

of power in a post-feminist world seemingly without consequences amid a never-ending flow of 

money and glitz. Despite surface differences, societal attitudes toward women in late-19th-

century and contemporary New York society are surprisingly similar. Wealthy women felt and 
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continue to feel pressure from society to uphold certain standards. At the same time, women from 

both periods experience a surge in social power.  

 

The New York City world that Edith Wharton lived in and wrote about was undergoing a time of 

great change. The end of the American Civil War in 1865 brought many changes to Manhattan. 

According to Maureen E. Montgomery, during the late 19th century it quickly became “a city on 

the move” in which, “a bitter struggle ensued over the definition of who was and who was not ‘in 

society’” (“Female Rituals” 48).2 The struggle raging in New York City society was between 

“new wealth” and “old wealth,” very similar to the conflict in The House of Mirth between the 

generations-rich families the Dorsets and the Trenors and the new money man Simon Rosedale. 

In Montgomery’s article about female rituals and politics during the end of 19th-century New 

York, she argues, the battle of wealth led to an unprecedented situation in Manhattan society 

where “women actively participated in the struggle for bourgeois elite identity” (48). The 

situation in New York was unique and the pressure from immigrant challengers to the old New 

York establishment created an urgent need for a set of standards to uphold the classification and 

maintenance of the wealthy elite.  

 

Significantly, a woman became rich society’s leader and took on the task of formalizing and 

organizing New York’s high society in the 1870s. Most historians agree that Caroline Webster 

Schermerhorn Astor, the wife of one of New York’s wealthiest businessmen, “combined 

traditional rituals of access and exclusion with conspicuous public display to demarcate the 

boundaries of New York’s social elite” (Montgomery, “Female Rituals” 48). As a result of Mrs. 

Astor’s efforts, money was no longer the golden key to society; membership into her circle 

required glamour and distinction. Mrs. Astor’s influence is still present today in the form of the 

phrase “The Four Hundred,” which originally referred to the exclusive New York society scene 

she ruled over and is nowadays an American pop culture term meaning social snobbery. 

 

Therefore, at the turn of the century wealthy women found themselves in a position of power, as 

ringleaders of the social scene in New York City. Montgomery sums up women’s power during 

                                                        
2 Maureen E. Montgomery is an expert on late 19th century New York wealthy society and often relates her studies 
to Wharton’s novels. Therefore, she will be extensively consulted as a reference in the forthcoming discussion.  
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the 1870s and 1880s” “in effect, women took primary responsibility for managing the transition 

to a more public social life” (“Female Rituals” 56). Furthermore, during the late 1800s, women 

already realized they were the forthcoming leaders of high society. In her etiquette book 

published in 1896, Maud Cook considers women architects of society who “create and sustain the 

social fabric” (358-359). These attitudes are reflected in fiction. In The House of Mirth, Lily Bart 

has been raised in such a society. Her mother was a powerful woman with the help of her 

husband’s money, which was never deemed sufficient. Although the Barts were monetarily 

lacking, Mrs. Bart made up for it by being a “wonderful manager,” in fact, “Mrs. Bart was 

famous for the unlimited effect she produced on limited means; and to the lady and her 

acquaintances there was something heroic in living as though one were much richer than one’s 

bank-book denoted. Lily was naturally proud of her mother’s aptitude in this line” (Wharton 30). 

It is clear that the societal changes occurring in New York had an effect on Lily and her family. 

Like the real-life Mrs. Astor, Mrs. Bart valued money, but, more importantly, the proper 

utilization of money. Women who wanted to take part in high society needed to maintain an 

appearance of class and dignity, regardless of their actual economic circumstances. The pressure 

on rich women is also evident in Mirth and helps explain Mrs. Bart’s death. When she is literally 

poor and can no longer maintain a façade of elegance, Mrs. Bart dies of a “deep disgust” because 

she felt “it was her fate to be dingy” (Wharton 35). Mrs. Bart lost her power and without it, her 

desire to live ceased. 

 

In a way, Mrs. Bart’s fictional life story parallels the overall effect that increasing social power 

had on women at the turn of the century in New York. First of all, in light of the need to maintain 

a social hierarchy, the importance of marriage swelled: 

In fact, marriages functioned as the social counterpart to corporate mergers in the 

business world and also contributed to the consolidation of networks of economic 

and social power. … Particular attention was paid to the training of daughters in 

the codes of gentility rather than to sons, which is an acknowledgment of women’s 

role in maintaining social boundaries. (Montgomery, “Female Rituals” 49) 

The exorbitant pressure on women to plan and enter into a successful marriage resulted in 

consumer capitalism and grand displays of wealth and power. With the aid of money, marriage 

aimed to consolidate and extend the presence of the social elite “From the floral displays to the 
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gowns, from the social prominence of the guests to the wedding gifts on display, each detail was 

evaluated by participants, spectators and journalists alike as a sign of the social and economic 

standing of the parties involved” (Montgomery, “Female Rituals” 56). Clearly, a socially 

successful marriage was of the utmost importance for women. 

 

Furthermore, Carol J. Singley points out that Wharton’s novel mirrored reality at the turn of the 

century because Lily is faced with “a social system that requires women to marry for money, 

rendering them little more than decorative objects” (Casebook 4). It is blatant Lily faces such 

overwhelming pressure concerning the significance of marriage. In her article about consumption 

and fashion in Mirth, Clair Hughes argues that Lily will only survive if she marries and adheres 

to the rules “Seduction is work, marriage a business deal, dress crucial to fiscal confidence” 

(394). Lily both embraces and rejects these maxims. Lily is highly skilled at seducing the men 

around her and acquiring ultrafashionable dresses in order to play the part of a wealthy woman, 

but she is ultimately unsuccessful when it comes to marriage. Mrs. Bart even indoctrinates Lily to 

believe in the importance of marriage. Mrs. Bart says she was “talked into” her own marriage and 

ultimately gives up hope that Lily will marry and re-enter high society because “People can’t 

marry you if they don’t see you—and how can they see you in these holes where we’re stuck?” 

(Wharton 35). Without a proper marriage, Mrs. Bart teaches Lily that she will never be complete 

or have a chance to rejoin high society. Lily’s final refusal to marry purely for social security 

cements her exclusion from her wealthy friends.  

 

Similar to her daughter Lily later on in the text, Mrs. Bart cannot withstand the void created by 

her expulsion from high society. In effect, without a proper and beneficial marriage, women in 

Mirth are excluded from the upper reaches of New York society. This reflects the deep 

entrenchment of values and mores in reality in New York City’s social crowd during the late 

1900s. Montgomery sums up the positive and negative effects of the woman’s role in high society 

when she says, 

The formalization of social rituals in the period from 1870 to the mid-1890s was 

therefore both enabling and constraining for women. Their power to monitor 

access rituals and the marriage market as well as the attention and significance 

given to their observance of manners all contributed to an increase in women’s 
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informal influence within their family and social class. At the same time, however, 

their responsibilities in all of these matters demanded a high degree of self-

surveillance and conformity. (“Female Rituals” 61) 

It is exactly this sense of self-surveillance and conformity that plays such an enormous role in the 

fictional lives of Mrs. Bart and Lily. More than the pressure of a socially successful marriage, 

wealthy women in late-19th-century New York City faced the constant demands of perpetuating 

societal manners and appearances, a heavy burden to sustain. This pressure created a rigid 

blueprint for how women should behave. Singley notes that The House of Mirth echoes this 

homogenous aspect of society in which, “society discourages women like Lily from developing 

independent identities and grooms them instead to be little more than aesthetic objects or 

spectacles” (Casebook 9). This is the main criticism emanating from Mirth. Lily is literally given 

no choice but to marry, similar to the reality facing many wealthy women in New York. Lily does 

not marry even though she has the opportunity and because of this she becomes an art object to 

be admired and consumed, a point of discussion that will be considered at length below. 

 

Although wealthy women in 19th-century New York faced many restrictions and demands 

concerning a proper marriage, they were gaining more and more power in the social realm during 

the late 1800s. By the late 20th century that power was solidified. Wealthy New York City 

women are the face of glamour and affluence in America. Partly due to the emergence of the 

Internet and thus the ever-present availability of information, the popularity and craving for news 

about the social elite has spawned countless magazine columns and blogs solely devoted to their 

happenings. In fact, discussing celebrity, Chris Rojek’s argues “celebrity is a modern 

phenomenon,” which is made possible by the mass media (Celebrity 16). Furthermore, the desire 

among contemporary society, especially young adults to become a celebrity is so strong that some 

people turn to violence in pursuit of stardom: 

If celebrity society possesses strong tendencies to make us covet celebrities, and to 

construct ourselves into objects that immediately arouse sentiments of desire and 

approval in others, it also creates many more losers than winners. The celebrity 

race is now so ubiquitous in all walks of life that living with failure is oppressive 

for of us who do not become achieved celebrities. (Rojek, Celebrity 15) 

Nowadays, the desire to become famous and recognized internationally has overtaken some 
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people’s daily lives. Instead of feeling societal pressure to have a successful marriage, for 

example, more and more people today are putting pressure on themselves to create a more 

socially significant live for themselves. 

 

The saturation of society women and celebrities has also created a near obsession with the 

socialite, “a socially prominent person” (Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary). In fact, the term 

socialite is even used to describe some women’s professions. One website devoted to the social 

scene in New York sums up the omnipresence of socialites and their current role hell bent on 

maintaining their luxurious status: 

They are now regarded, in the popular parlance of the media, as “socialites,” 

people who seek public attention in clubs and stores, which cater to 21st century 

contemporary life. Unlike their predecessors, they seek not good times or fun 

times, so much as media/press attention that congratulates and “rewards” them 

with an endless stream of borrowed (or comped) clothing, shoes, accessories, free 

rides, free travel, parties and self-aggrandizement all competing for a temporary 

space in the consciousness of a benumbed public, a public whose sensibility and 

curiosity has been highjacked by polymorphous concept of the life of the rich and 

leisurely, cavorting with Kings and tooling around in Rolls-Royces. Socialites all, 

everywhere. (Columbia) 

Clearly, socialites have maintained a strong footing in contemporary American society, albeit one 

that is often superficial. Nowadays, it seems wealthy women feel more pressure to become a 

popular image and create a media empire, rather than lamenting a failed relationship. 

 

This stardom-focused reality is also present in the Gossip Girl series. Blair often daydreams about 

her life as a movie star and even confuses her own life with her favorite movies. Furthermore, the 

notoriety of socialites and celebrities in contemporary society is also reflected in the series, 

specifically in relation to Serena. In Don’t You Forget About Me, Serena stars in a successful 

movie and she becomes a celebrity. She decides to forgo college in order to extend her film 

career. While speaking at a press conference Serena is described as “the picture of New York 

glamour” and she quickly settles into her role as a superficial celebrity figure,  

It felt sort of … right to be there, flashbulbs exploding in her face every five 
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seconds. It was the speaking part—knowing that people were hanging on her every 

word, writing every syllable down and possibly hoping that she’d make a dumb-

blond, spoiled-starlet mistake—that made her feel quivery inside. She’d grown up 

having people look at and talk about her, but this was the first time anyone had 

asked her for her own original thoughts. Agh! (von Ziegesar, Don’t You Forget 

About Me 115-116) 

Even though Serena is portrayed as a rather shallow character in this scene, she is still revered by 

the public. Strangers constantly recognize Serena, stop her for autographs and take her picture 

throughout the remainder of the novel.  

 

The contemporary society Cecily von Ziegesar grew up in and references throughout her texts 

highlights the idea that stardom and social success is not necessarily achieved by hard work. 

According to Rojek, celebrity can be ascribed, from birth as in royalty; achieved, from hard work 

and talent; or attributed, to someone who is noteworthy or exceptional gains fame (Celebrity 17-

18). Rojek goes one step farther and labels a certain media-centric brand of attributed celebrity, 

the celetoid, a “media generated, compressed, concentration form of attributed celebrity” 

(Celebrity 18). The mass media creates talentless celetoid by creating a ubiquitous person who 

constantly accessible through TV, Internet, radio, film, etc. (Rojek, Celebrity 19). The 

development of the celetoid has opened the doors of fame to the average person. In such a 

society, even Serena, a wealthy high school senior without any formal training, can become a 

huge superstar. 

 

While socialites and celebrities are garnering more and more attention and prominence, the 

success and frequency of marriage, especially among young, wealthy adults (18–30 year olds), is 

on the decline. It seems that the importance placed on marriage as a type of corporate merger of 

assets is no longer relevant. The is particularly important because one of the most constraining 

aspects of 19th-century New York that women faced and The House of Mirth comments on, is the 

importance of a successful marriage. In Mirth, Lily probably would not have become ruined if 

she did not need to rely on marriage to ensure her social security. The declining importance of 

marriage for contemporary New York women certainly bears many significant implications for 

women’s roles. Nowadays, women are free to create their own economic and social stability. This 
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real-world advancement is prominently displayed in the fictional Gossip Girl series, in which the 

female characters are free to date as many men as they want and acquire jobs without the threat of 

social ruin. Current studies on marriage trends among young American women indicate that 

marriage is becoming less and less common, while divorce rates are on the rise. This signifies the 

diminishing amounts of pressure wealthy women are under to have economically and socially 

successful marriages. 

 

Analyzing data of American men and women from 1979 to 1992 about the role of income in the 

frequency of marriage and divorce, a study by Burgess, Propper and Aassve concluded that the 

more money young women have, the more likely they are to delay marriage in the first place and 

to exit marriages faster, compared with young men in the same wealth bracket (466). Although 

this study seems dated, it is important to analyze the intervening 100 years between the 

publication of Mirth and the Gossip Girl series in order to establish an overall societal trend. The 

study also found that men and women with more money are less likely to marry nowadays, a 

phenomenon called the “self-reliance effect,” despite the fact that higher income earners have 

higher marriage offer rates, a trend called the “good catch effect” (459). Furthermore, the study 

determined that “Divorce rates are disproportionately concentrated amongst young adults: young 

men are 15 percent of the male married population but account for 32 percent of the divorces, 

young women are 20 percent of the female married population but account for 42 percent of the 

divorces” (456). The results of the 13-year study indicate that societal standards and ideals have 

changed and more recent U.S. Census Bureau confirms this trend. Data complied from 1980 to 

2007 show that marriage rates are decreasing while divorce rates are increasing in America. 

Clearly, contemporary American women do not feel as much pressure to marry young or remain 

married compared with women living in late 19th-century America.  

 

Furthermore, Andrew Cherlin compiled data from the U.S. Census Bureau about fertility, 

marriage and divorce in America and found that since the 1950s, young women have increasingly 

delayed marriage. For example, in 1960 28 percent of 20–24-year-old women had never married; 

by 1970 36 percent had never married; by 1980 it was 50 percent; and in 1988 it was 61 percent 

(“Recent Changes” 147). Data complied by the U.S. Census Bureau from 1890 to 2009 further 

highlights this trend. In 1890 and 1900 the median age at first marriage for women was 21-22 
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years old and from 2000-2009 the median age was 25-26 years old. The increasing age among 

women at first marriage indicates that women no longer need to rely on marriage for financial 

reasons. Women are delaying marriage because it is no longer a necessity. Looking at the literary 

examples, Lily is obsessed with getting married because she knows it is the only way for her to 

have money and remain a member of wealthy New York society. In contrast, the female 

characters in Gossip Girl hardly ever mention marriage because they can easily be financially and 

socially successful without assistance from men.  

 

Although fewer young American women are getting married nowadays, more young women are 

choosing to co-habit with their partners rather than to marry. In 1989, more than half of American 

young adults said they had a cohabiting relationship before marriage, with 60 percent of the 

relationships resulting in marriage and 40 percent resulting is dissolution (Cherlin, “Recent 

Changes” 147).  In his 2004 article about the deinstitutionalization of marriage, Cherlin found 

that the percentage of cohabiting unions in America that resulted in marriage within three years 

dropped to just 33 percent in the 1990s from 60 percent in the 1970s (“American Marriage” 849). 

Acceptance of co-habitation as an alternative to marriage is steadily increasing over the years and 

figures like these show the importance of the marriage market in society has changed 

dramatically since Wharton’s time. These days, young people can live together without having 

the express intention to marry without being subject to significant social stigma or pressure. More 

married couples are also getting divorced more frequently than ever in America, thereby 

diminishing its negative connotations. 

 

In addition, the prevalence of cohabiting partnerships has increased the likelihood that young 

people engage in sexual relations well before marriage. Based on survey data, Cherlin found, “the 

connection between marriage and sexual relations is much weaker than prior to 1965 … During 

the 1970s, for example, the proportion of never married young women in metropolitan areas who 

reported ever having sexual intercourse increased from 28 percent to 46 percent” (“Recent 

Changes” 148). Moreover, Cherlin cites “the fundamental shift in public opinion” toward more 

tolerance of alternatives to conventional marriage as one of the main reasons behind the declining 

marriage rates among young American women (“Recent Changes” 151).  
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The increasingly liberal attitude in America toward women’s independence and sexuality is due 

in part to the three waves of feminism, during the beginning of the 20th century, during the 

1960s–1980s and finally during the 1990s to the present age.  The third wave of feminism also 

contains a post-feminism branch, which finds its place throughout the Gossip Girl series. Quoting 

Angela McRobbie’s definition, post-feminism refers to  

An active process by which feminist gains of the 1970s and 80s come to be 

undermined. It proposes that through an array of machinations, elements of 

contemporary popular culture are perniciously effective in regard to this undoing 

of feminism, while simultaneously appearing to be engaging in a well-informed 

and even well-intended response to feminism. (255) 

Put succinctly, post-feminism is a reaction to feminist policies that encourages “tropes of freedom 

and choice” among specifically young women, in opposition to feminism, which is often 

considered “aged” and “redundant” (McRobbie 255).  

 

In particular, post-feminism has found its most ardent expression in literature, specifically chick 

lit, like the Gossip Girl series. The female characters in the series, especially Serena, are free to 

have sex, drink alcohol, do drugs and go to countless parties even though they are only in high 

school. In a very real way, the fact that Serena is a teenager is a misnomer because she is living in 

an adult world. Although some of the activities Serena and her set engage in are illegal, there is 

never any reprehension from adults. In fact, there is literally no real judgment on Serena’s 

choices, except from friends who are living the same lifestyle. McRobbie discusses chick lit in 

relation to post-feminism and argues, 

The new young women are confident enough to declare their anxieties about 

possible failure in regard to finding a husband, they avoid any aggressive or 

overtly traditional men, and they brazenly enjoy their sexuality, without fear of the 

sexual double standard. In addition, they are more than capable of earning their 

own living, and the degree of suffering or shame they anticipate in the absence of 

finding a husband is countered by sexual self-confidence. Being without a husband 

does not mean they will go without men. (262) 

The Gossip Girl series is rife with these post-feminist ideals. The girls in the texts are not 

ostracized for cheating, having sex with multiple partners or being successful.  
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However, although wealthy women in 19th-century New York experienced an unprecedented 

amount of power in the social scene, that power was slowly dislodged at the close of the century. 

Montgomery cites the growing values of consumerism as the main reason behind the women’s’ 

loss of control. She argues, “Ironically, perhaps, it was the commercialization of upper-class 

leisure and entertainment that, in part, effectively wrested control away from society women and 

usurped the role they had had in providing carefully regulated spaces for social mingling and 

courtship” (“Female Rituals” 60). In effect, the commercialization of the social sphere put even 

more emphasis on money, a commodity women did not have, thus removing them from the 

equation. This shift in power dynamic is evident in The House of Mirth. Women who have 

money, like Bertha, are powerful in the social atmosphere. However, Bertha is not independently 

powerful because she relies on her husband’s money. This second-hand power sharing makes it 

even more difficult for Lily to find footing in wealthy society because she not only needs to rely 

on herself, but also on a man. The early 20th century ushered in an era in which women shared 

power with men, a fact apparent in Mirth. 

 

In contrast, the power contemporary women in New York are now experiencing seems to only be 

increasing. One example of women’s increasing freedom and power from men is the fact that 

women are earning more and more money. A fact sheet from the Women’s Institute for Policy 

Research compiled data from the U.S. Census Bureau and found that from 1960 to 2009 women 

have been earning more money over the years while men’s earnings have stagnated over the last 

10 years. For instance, in 1960 women annually earned only 60 percent of men’s wages and by 

2009, women earned nearly 80 percent of male wages (Hartmann et al. 3). These real-life trends 

are present in the fictional world of the Gossip Girl series. Serena and Blair are the only two main 

characters in the novel with jobs. In fact, Serena enjoys steady work throughout the text as a muse 

for an art show, as an actress and as a fashion model on the runway and in print advertisements. It 

is clear that Serena is working not for the money, but because she finds pleasure in her various 

vocations. Looking at the history of marriage and women’s place in society, it becomes quite 

clear that a lot of progress and a severe shifting of ideas about what it means to be a woman has 

occurred in the nearly 100-year publication gap between The House of Mirth and the Gossip Girl 

series.  
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Graphing Genres: The Novel of Manners and Chick Lit 

 

Now that the different cultural contexts have been established, it is time to examine the different 

genres of Wharton’s novel and von Ziegesar’s series and how they relate to one another 

especially because the “changes in social customs and expectations” during this 100-year gap is 

reflected in literature trends and genres (Wells 64). Most critics consider The House of Mirth to 

be a realist novel and more specifically a novel of manners, while the Gossip Girl series is 

undoubtedly classified as chick lit. In her book about different genres of 18th-century English 

fiction, Patricia Meyer Spacks defines the novel of manners as a sub-genre that became popular 

during the 19th century as more women writers became interested in portraying the social scene 

(Novel Beginnings 160). Furthermore, the Encyclopædia Britannica describes the novel of 

manners as a “work of fiction that re-creates a social world, conveying with finely detailed 

observation the customs, values and mores of a highly developed and complex society.”  

 

While Wharton’s novel explores real-life social conditions during late 19th century New York 

with fictional elements, von Ziegesar’s series explores contemporary New York society, through 

fictional characters, particularly women, in a humorous way. Without question the Gossip Girl 

series finds its home in the chick lit genre. As the name implies, chick lit typically encompasses 

novels written by women, about women and for women readers. Suzanne Ferriss and Mallory 

Young point out that chick lit novels are some of the most commercially successful works in 

recent years. Furthermore, chick lit often centers on romance, or lack thereof, and is inexorably 

tied to contemporary culture and the opportunities and advantages available to women today (2). 

Additionally, one of chick lit’s most lasting contributions to the literary world is its satiric 

language and use of and sometimes invention of slang and contemporary terminology (Wells 64). 

The Gossip Girl series is rife with contemporary American colloquialisms. For example, the term 

“waspoid,” which refers to “the elite version” of a stoner, or marijuana smoker (von Ziegesar, 

Gossip Girl 81). 

 

Although the novel of manners and chick lit belong to different centuries, they share a common 

thread. Both genres blend real-life society with imaginary aspects with a definite focus on 
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women’s thoughts and attitudes. In particular, both genres deal with themes of relationships and 

finding a mate. Additionally, both Wharton and von Ziegesar wrote about worlds that they were 

familiar with, which turns the texts into realistic portrayals of society during the respective time 

periods. Rather than chart a course explicating the history of both genres, this section will focus 

on examining how the specific genres, the novel of manners and chick lit, are espoused in The 

House of Mirth and the Gossip Girl series, respectively. At the same time, this section aims to 

further investigate the similarities between the two genres and what implications these parallels 

hold for the texts in question.  

 

In general, a novel of manners set in late 19th-century America dealt with a single woman 

looking to get married, an aspect of socio-economic class affecting her marriage prospects and 

the infusion of many scenes depicting both proper and improper ways to act both within high 

society and the lower classes (Spacks, Novel Beginnings 161). Furthermore, most texts end with 

the marriage or death of the main female character. Using this general outline of the novel of 

manners as a guide, it is clear that The House of Mirth adheres to the main characteristics of a 

novel of manners. Lily Bart is the main female lead looking to get married in order to increase her 

social standing and thus wealth. Additionally, Lily is often stifled by the strict etiquette demands 

of wealthy society and unable to find her place in either world Lily dies. The conflict central to 

Mirth revolves around the distinction between the upper and lower classes. Lily is desirous to join 

the upper reaches of society through marriage, but time after time, she fails to force herself to 

marry for social standing, rather than love or happiness, and she ends up excluded from the very 

society she has tried so hard to join. After being expelled, Lily laments,  

She was beginning to have fits of angry rebellion against fate, when she longed to 

drop out of the race and make an independent life for herself. But what manner of 

life would it be? She had barely enough money to pay her dress-makers’ bills and 

her gambling debts; and none of the desultory interests which she dignified with 

the name of tastes was pronounced enough to enable her to live contentedly in 

obscurity. Ah, no—she was too intelligent not to be honest with herself. She knew 

that she hated dinginess as much as her mother had hated it, and to her last breath 

she meant to fight against it, dragging herself up again and again above its flood 

till she gained the bright pinnacles of success which presented such a slippery 
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surface to her clutch. (Wharton 39) 

Lily is torn between the life that she wants but cannot attain and a sensible life without glamour 

that she disdains. Here, Wharton does not shy away from describing the cruel reality women 

faced in the intense pressure of the marriage market, as discussed previously.  

 

Gordon Milne provides a comprehensive analysis of the novel of manners with his book charting 

the history of the genre in America, with specific reference to The House of Mirth. Milne 

considers Lily’s tale to be a warning illuminating the ruthlessness associated with maintaining 

appearances of luxury:  

The House of Mirth offers an early example, the novel unfolding the tragedy of 

Lily Bart, a young lady brought up in ‘society,’ but lacking the necessary money 

to retain her place and therefore forced into the unenviable role of a social parasite. 

Applauded by her ‘group’ if she amuses them, but condemned or ignored when 

she is compelled, for financial reasons, to seek the protection of the outer fringe, 

she twists and turns and eventually succumbs, finding suicide the only way out, 

destroyed by the heartless society that has molded her. (132-133). 

The problems Lily faces revolve around money. She needs money to keep up with her rich 

friends, to pay debts, to live independently and to maintain her rich lifestyle from childhood. The 

novel of manners is not only concerned with money and social standing, however; it also tracks 

the effects of social pressure on Lily.  

 

Certainly, the world of wealth is a dark place filled with lies, half-truths and the constant need to 

suppress true feelings, as Milne remarks: 

The book’s well-bred surface does not conceal its dark texture. The plight of its 

half-belonging, half-rebelling protagonist produces a somber reaction and reminds 

the reader that the novel of manners can register both the surface of social life and 

the inner vibrations of spirit that surface reveals, suppresses and distorts. (134) 

Therefore, Mirth not only offers a picture of what real-life society was like in late-19th-century 

New York, but it also rebukes the backstabbing, money-centric society of the Four Hundred. 

Coupled with the historical reality women faced in relation to marriage and subservience to men 

mentioned in the previous section, it is evident that Wharton’s novel, while fictitious, is also a 
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rather accurate representation of rich society at the time. 

 

In a similar sense, chick lit is often critical, yet humorous, of the society the novels depict. Apart 

from the broad definition given above, efforts to pinpoint exactly what chick lit is and is not has 

seemingly stumped critics. The reasons for a broad definition are partly due to that fact that the 

chick lit genre is relatively new. Most critics agree the genre spawned in 1996. Therefore, further 

discussions about Gossip Girl and its place in the chick lit genre will be analyzed from multiple 

vantage points in an attempt to more concretely define its place in the growing genre. To begin 

with, Imelda Whelehan argues that female protagonists are “faced with the burden of Having It 

All;” they can have a career and a home life (177). Women in contemporary America are no 

longer forced to choose. Unlike Lily Bart, females in chick lit can have both a life of leisure and a 

life of work without having to worry about damages to reputation or a lack of societal standing. 

In Only In Your Dreams, Serena and Blair get jobs working on the same film, not out of 

necessity, but because they want to experience something new. Success at their jobs is rewarded 

with an exclusive summer experience at a fashion designer’s beach house in the Hamptons (von 

Ziegesar, Only In Your Dreams 220). Without a doubt, women in chick lit have more power than 

women in the novel of manners.  

 

Thanks to the advancements of feminism mentioned earlier, neither men nor society holds 

contemporary women back in the same ways. This freedom is reflected in chick lit in characters 

like Serena and Blair who make decisions for themselves, regardless of the wants from parents, 

men or friends. In fact, characters assume the benefits afforded by feminism without recognizing 

feminism as the source of the freedoms; Whelehan goes so far as to say, “feminism lurks in the 

background like a guilty conscience” (176). If feminism is regaled to the background, humor is 

on center stage. Despite the comedy prevalent in the genre, critics continue to scrutinize the 

novels in a serious way (Whelehan 175). In a video interview with Teen.com, von Ziegesar 

makes it clear that her novels should be interpreted in light-hearted manner; they are meant to be 

funny. Serena and Blair are beyond wealthy teenagers living in the wealthiest section of New 

York. The very premise and certain plot twists, like Serena’s effortless endeavors into modeling 

that are, of course, incredibly successful, are decidedly far-fetched, but this only lends to the 

genre’s appeal and overall aim.  
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According to Joanna Webb Johnson, young adult chick lit, like the Gossip Girl series, focuses not 

on changing the world, but on offering “solutions on how the individual protagonist negotiates 

the world in its present state” (146). The intention is not to “parent” contemporary youths, but 

rather to provide an instructional aspect. Johnson argues the use of humor helps further this aim 

by offering “an approachable path to understanding the challenges associated with leaving 

childhood and accepting adult responsibility” (147). In a very real sense, Blair provides such an 

example in Would I Lie To You when she literally moves out of her parent’s home because her 

room is being given to her mother’s new baby. Instead of renting a posh apartment on the Upper 

East Side or staying at a nearby hotel, Blair strikes her own path and rooms with Vanessa, a girl 

from school who lives in Brooklyn and is not rich. Although the premise, being kicked out of her 

family home, is slightly unbelievable, Blair’s reaction to the news and her subsequent desire to 

live with someone not a part of her social set offers a powerful example to young adults. Blair’s 

extreme wealth has not left her jaded. Instead she becomes friends with Vanessa and the two girls 

bond despite social inequalities. Blair’s behavior here greatly contrasts with Bertha’s in Mirth. 

Bertha uses her friends and acquaintances and once Lily is no longer a part of her social circle, 

never attempts to make contact with her again. Here, instead of offering a solution, Wharton 

condemns the lack of compassion exhibited by the wealthy characters. 

 

As mentioned previously, feminism is often an underlying, never-explicitly-mentioned thread in 

chick lit. However, despite the absence of an outright promotion of women’s rights, a focus on 

women’s relationships is often a central theme in the Gossip Girl series. There are also central 

relationships between women and men, but ultimately in the Gossip Girl series, the relationship 

between Serena and Blair holds the strongest bond. Despite this Whelehan makes the broad 

claim,  

Everywhere in contemporary chick lit the heroines seem to be on a quest for rules 

or commanding logic which clarify the meaning of the dating game, yet in 

virtually every novel the rulebook is thrown out when The One comes through, 

and the romance breaks every convention as the narrative draws to a close. (179)  

The prophecy that Whelehan asserts is present in every chick lit novel fails to hold in the Gossip 

Girl series. While the series almost ends with Serena and Blair both relying on the same boy, 
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Nate, to accompany them on the next part of their post-high school journey, Nate abandons them 

both at the train station as he sets on a cruise around the country. In a sense, von Ziegesar is 

cognizant of what is typically expected of chick lit and turns the expectation around. Instead, 

Serena and Blair decide to rely on one another, promoting a much stronger feminist response, 

therefore undermining Whelehan’s further claim that feminism is not blatantly present in chick 

lit. 

 

The current picture of the Gossip Girl series’ place in the chick lit genre has so far revolved 

around humor, positive life lessons and a strong focus on female relationships. In addition to 

these general themes, Joanna Webb Johnson offers a more precise definition of chick lit 

specifically geared toward young adults, the so-called “chick lit jr.,” which has many of the same 

topics as regular chick lit but is edgier and more clever (153). Chick lit jr. also aims to present a 

story and characters that the reader can internalize, that is, the reader feels like the lessons and 

events in the story could be happening to her (Johnson 153). This internalization strategy even 

extends to the covers of the Gossip Girl series, which are photographs of real girls that are always 

cropped below eye level, thus allowing “the reader to impose herself into the story. She could, 

with a small stretch of the imagination, be that girl on the cover and in the story” (Johnson 153). 

In a very real way, the Gossip Girl series aims to present a realistic picture of wealthy teens in 

New York City, wrapped in the realm of fiction. Much like the realism in The House of Mirth, the 

mirroring in the Gossip Gil series to real life helps completely engage readers, while transmitting 

a variety of messages.  

 

Chick Lit jr. is not merely a source of escapism, however, it also proffers education that aims to 

assist “the young female reader make the transition into adulthood or at least understand that she 

is not alone in her confusion” (Johnson 156). While the specific lessons from the Gossip Girl 

series are multiple and varied, broadly speaking a key similarity between the novels and Mirth is 

the raw portrayal of life at the top in Manhattan. Both Lily and Serena are surrounded by 

merciless, unrelenting gossip that follows them around like a shadow. While Lily crumbles apart 

due to the pressure of the idle chatter, Serena embraces gossip and uses it to her advantage. As 

will be analyzed in the next section, this is a distinction that is representative of the shifting 

norms of the nature of gossip during the nearly 100-year time span between the works’ 
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publication. In fact, Stephanie Harzewski argues that chick lit is actually a revamped novel of 

manners, “not as an exaggerated version of its codes but as a synthesis of diverse popular and 

literary forms” (41). The Gossip Girl series clearly shows such an amalgamation with its use of a 

faux website layout in various sections, its lack of formal chapters and the omnipresence of the 

anonymous Gossip Girl as the series leader. Von Ziegesar has taken Mirth as a starting point and 

adapted it to contemporary norms with her Gossip Girl series. This reworking of similar 

characters and themes from The House of Mirth into the Gossip Girl series is the focus for the 

remainder of this thesis.  

 

Scrutinizing the Novels: An In-depth Analysis of The House of Mirth and 

the Gossip Girl Series 

 

Taking into consideration the different cultural backgrounds of the two works, the discussion can 

now delve deeper into common themes. In particular, this section will examine the role and 

importance of rumor and gossip, consumption and consumerism, beauty and ruin. This section 

will argue that each theme previously mentioned is portrayed negatively in The House of Mirth 

and positively in the Gossip Girl series. Rumor and gossip are central to both Mirth and the 

Gossip Girl series in the sense that they act as catalysts for the characters. In Mirth, rumor and 

gossip sparks Lily’s ruin, whereas in the Gossip Girl series Serena benefits from gossip because it 

helps increase her social standing. In addition, consumption leads Lily into a spiral of debt and 

depression, while Serena and the Gossip Girl series itself basks in the glow of labels and money. 

Lastly, although Lily and Serena are beautiful and use their good looks to their advantage, Lily is 

unsuccessful at parlaying her beauty and ultimately ends up ruined whereas Serena’s good looks 

grant her future success. 

 

Rumor and Gossip 

 

One of the most striking similarities between The House of Mirth and the Gossip Girl series is the 

blatant prevalence and importance of rumor and gossip. Before analyzing how rumor and gossip 

function in the texts, it is important to establish some working definitions. The impact of gossip is 
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not a recent area of inquiry; researchers have been conducting studies about the importance and 

potential social impacts of rumor and gossip since the 1940s. In a recent essay, Simone I. Flynn 

states, “Rumor and gossip are forms of mass behavior and social communication with specific 

functions in and impacts on society” (1). From this is can be concluded that rumor and gossip are 

a form of communication, although not always a positive one. Flynn defines rumor and gossip in 

the following terms: 

Rumor … refers to information that is both unsubstantiated, difficult to stop, and 

spread by informal means. For example, rumors are most often spread in informal 

conversation. Gossip …  refers to a type of rumor concerning personal affairs. In 

some instances, rumor and gossip are employed as tools of social control and 

management. (1) 

It is clear that rumor and gossip revolve around personal information that spreads rather quickly. 

In this way, circulating rumor and gossip can grant power to the wielder of such information. 

 

In addition, rumors “have the potential to damage an individual’s reputation and social standing,” 

while the subject matter of gossip is of a “personal or sensational nature” and can be used as a 

tool for social comparison (2). Collectively, rumor and gossip can result in positive or negative 

social effects and can help “individuals to build personal advantage and power” (4). Here, rumor 

and gossip are linked concretely to social control. People can disseminate information in order to 

boast social position, a construction evident in the Gossip Girl series, or to remove others from 

the figurative social ladder, a use present throughout Mirth. In fact, in his book about celebrity, 

Graeme Turner points out that gossip is just as likely to be resentful and derisible as it is to be 

encouraging or heroic (107). Certainly, rumor and gossip have the potential to be very influential 

in social circles. At the same time, rumor and gossip often acts as catalysts in fictional works, 

inciting plot twists and character development, a function evident in Mirth and the Gossip Girl 

series.  

 

Moreover, Graeme Turner argues that gossip has “an assimilating and normalizing function” that 

helps with social and cultural identity formation; “gossip is a way of sharing social judgment and 

of processing social behavior” (107). Gossip provides people with a means of social stability in 

the sense that like-minded groups can band together, regardless of the actual veracity of the 
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gossip or rumors. According to Blakey Vermeule, “gossip is never innocent unless it is 

meaningless,” indicating that all gossip, no matter how outrageous, holds some truth for the 

people who hear it (102). Graeme Turner also notes that it is precisely gossip’s “freedom from, 

but resemblance to truth” that grabs and holds the attention of readers and watchers (113).  The 

fact that rumor and gossip can be negative or positive, true or false is remarked upon in The 

House of Mirth and the Gossip Girl series. In Mirth, rumor and gossip are portrayed as unwanted 

intrusions in society that factor heavily in Lily’s ruin and death. In sharp contrast, rumor and 

gossip are embraced and form the basis for the entire Gossip Girl series; without gossip, the 

series would cease to exist.  

 

In Patricia Meyer Spacks’ seminal tome on the different formulations of gossip both in reality 

and in literature, she makes a broad distinction between different types of gossip and their 

intentions. Although written in 1986, Spacks’ book, Gossip, is especially relevant not only 

because she remarks specifically on The House of Mirth, but also because her book makes clear 

distinctions between different forms and uses of gossip. These formulations are particularly 

useful in analyzing the works’ overall tone. Clearly, Spacks’ analysis is considered one of the 

most important in the field of gossip and rumor.  

 

One of Spacks’ most useful constructions is the categorization of gossip into different groups 

according to intention and result. Gossip falls into three main groups, distilled malice, “idle talk” 

and “serious” (Gossip 4-5). As the name implies, malicious gossip is consciously intended and 

geared toward manipulation, damaging reputations, satiating envy or rage and producing a sense 

of power for the gossiper (Gossip 4). In contrast, idle talk, the most common form of gossip, is 

typically words or anecdotes that result from an absence of having anything “real” to talk about 

(Gossip 5). Of course, empty chatter can result in bad consequences, but from the outset there is 

no intention to harm, rather merely to communicate. Finally, serious gossip is “only a function of 

intimacy” in which two or three people talk openly and deeply with one another with the goal of 

understanding each other better and forging relationships (Gossip 5). Spacks’ formulations are 

particularly important because she creates a link between gossiping and community, indicating 

that gossip can serve a purpose greater than mere chatter or social degradation. In general, The 

House of Mirth has mostly malicious gossip from a few sources emanating from within society, 
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while the Gossip Girl series has mostly idle talk from countless sources including anonymous 

people and known characters. This differentiation has startling repercussions for the characters 

and the overall tones of the texts, which will be examined in more depth later on. 

 

To begin with, the main characters in The House of Mirth are surrounded by rumor and gossip on 

many levels. A gossip journalist watches and writes about Lily and her friends while rumors swirl 

around Lily’s personal life within both rich and poor society. The gossip journalist Dabham 

writes the society column for “Society Notes from the Riviera,” an incredibly important rag 

because it “has become the role of fame” to be featured within its pages (Wharton 216). It is 

never made conclusively clear whether or not Dabham is a member of rich society, but he does 

have dinner and spends time with the Dorsets in Nice, France (Wharton 199-200). It seems to be 

rather clear that Dabham writes about rumors and scandals of the very rich from the inside and 

disperses the information to a large audience. Dabham is also powerful because he spreads and 

controls gossip with “his little eyes like tentacles thrown out to catch the floating intimations” 

(Wharton 216). For example, after he rides in the same carriage with Lily and Mr. Dorset, 

Dabham “helpfully spreads the word that Lily and [Mr. Dorset] have spent the night out alone 

together—a twisting of a half truth that runs utterly to Lily’s disadvantage” (Vermeule 108). 

Dabham interprets a shared cab ride as evidence that Lily and Mr. Dorset spent intimate time 

alone together, when they were only waiting for Mrs. Dorset to arrive. Here, rumor and gossip 

harm Lily’s social standing because they portray her in a negative light, as a single, desperate 

woman spending time alone with another woman’s husband. This information acts as a basis for 

the later accusation that Lily is trying to steal Mr. Dorset away from Bertha. 

 

Regardless of the veracity of Dabham’s claims, the society notes cast a shadow on Lily that she is 

helpless to outrun. Dabham hovers like a shadow over Lily’s every movement and her “sojourn 

abroad is made considerably more traumatic as her actions are reported in the society magazine 

and scandal sheet Town Talk” (Evans 110). In fact, according to Anne-Marie Evans, Town Talk 

was based on an actual tabloid, Town Topics, published in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, 

that had a popular section called “Saunterings,” a gossip column written anonymously by “The 

Saunterer” (110). Discussing Wharton’s use of New York as setting for her novels, Montgomery 

says that during the turn of the century, the Saunterer’s position in New York society was that of 
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social consumer-parasite: “he was a panoptical figure surveying social life in the metropolis. He 

was also a merchant dealing in information, gossip, rumor and innuendo, and in his hands the 

currency of gossip was transformed into profit and power” (Displaying Women 1). In fact, the 

social, gossip journalist was in reality quite new at the turn of the century. According to Henry 

Collins Brown, the sheer multitude of influential leaders, both politically and socially, who 

attended wealthy society weddings in the late 19th century in New York led to the “insatiable 

public appetite for society news” and the creation of the society journalist to quench this curiosity 

(as quoted in Montgomery, “Female Rituals” 56). The increasing desire for tidbits of the 

everyday happenings of rich society women from the 1880s onward led to increased inspection of 

these women’s lives in the print media.  

 

The swelling interest in New York rich society women is paralleled in the literary world in regard 

to The House of Mirth. Wharton takes the role of the gossip journalist one step further, however, 

by illuminating the potential consequences and downfalls such a profession can inflict on Lily. 

Dabham’s words act as a catalyst for the accusations made about Lily’s improper relationship 

with Mr. Dorset. While talking with Carry Fisher, Lily realizes the gravity of the gossip’s words: 

“Well, the man who was in the carriage with you and George Dorset—that horrid 

little Dabham who does ‘Society Notes from the Riviera’—had been dining with 

us at Nice. And he’s telling everybody that you and Dorset came back alone after 

midnight.” 

“Alone—? When he was with us?” Lily laughed, but her laugh faded into gravity 

under the prolonged implication of Mrs. Fisher’s look. “We did come back 

alone—if that’s so very dreadful!” 

… 

“Bertha never turned up at all? Then how on earth did she get back?” 

“Oh, by the next train, I suppose; there were two extra ones for the fete. At any 

rate, I know she’s safe on the yacht, though I haven’t yet seen her; but you see it 

was not my fault,” Lily summed up. 

“Not your fault that Bertha didn’t turn up? My poor child, if only you don’t have 

to pay for it!” (Wharton 199-200) 

Here Dabham’s words are supremely important. An innocent carriage ride is transformed into an 
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illicit midnight meeting because of Dabham.  

 

Therefore it is evident that Dabham wields power. Even Carry Fisher, who has no reason not to 

believe Lily, recognizes the futility of overcoming an unfavorable story at the hands of gossip. 

Carry knows that the ride with Mr. Dorset will never be considered Bertha’s fault for not showing 

up, but rather Lily’s fault for spending time with a married man. Even Lily herself begins to 

realize the gravity of her seemingly inconsequential choices. As a woman of high society, every 

action she makes is open to countless interpretations. 

 

In addition to disseminating information about Lily and her crowd to the masses, Dabham also 

controls Lily in the sense that he puts her on display, much like an inanimate art object. 

Throughout The House of Mirth Lily is indeed regarded as merely an art object by those around 

her, a concept to be discussed in more detail later. Anne-Marie Evans considers Dabham’s role to 

be one of furthering the notion that Lily is an object on display because “Like the shadowy figure 

of ‘The Saunterer,’ Dabham’s continuing scrutiny contributes to an awareness of narrative 

claustrophobia, ‘the beautiful Miss Bart’ will never fail to guarantee elevated sales of Town 

Topics, again reinforcing Lily’s role as a performer in public spaces” (110). Therefore, while 

Dabham is only a very minor character in the narrative, his presence is palpable throughout the 

second half of the novel because it is his work as a journalist, which spurs Lily’s downward spiral 

to banishment. By treating her as an object, a mere means to an end, Dabham crafts and circulates 

rumor and gossip not only in the communicative sense, but also as a means of putting Lily on 

display as a performer. Moreover, Wharton presents Dabham, and gossip journalists in general, as 

villainous. In Dabham’s eyes, Lily’s only function is to increase sales, regardless of the potential 

social and emotional costs to her as a consequence of his inaccurate pronouncements.  

 

Although Dabham’s gossip column comes from within rich society, the working classes are also 

focused on Lily and her society friends. According to Anne-Marie Evans, during the turn of the 

century the tabloid press in the United States reached a new popularity and allowed a glimpse of 

the elite society to the classes beneath them (110). When Lily starts work at the milliner’s shop, 

she first becomes aware of the impact and importance of gossip when all of the working girls 

know the names of her former friends and their current whereabouts (Wharton 285-286). Lily is 
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shocked at how much the women know because “she had never before suspected the mixture of 

insatiable curiosity and contemptuous freedom with which she and her kind were discussed in 

this underworld of toilers who lived on their vanity and self-indulgence” (Wharton 286). It is 

clear that throughout The House of Mirth the function of gossip is important because it not only 

works within rich society, it also connects the luxurious world of the rich to the shabby working 

class. In a sense, characters in the novel are either leading a life that is gossiped about, or reading 

the gossip themselves. However, despite the abundance of gossip among the milliner girls, 

because of their lower class position, “their talk has no effect on those they discuss” (Spacks, 

Gossip 179). According to Spacks’ groupings, the workroom gossip is best classified as serious 

gossip that promotes social discourse and community. Spacks argues, “Constant assessment of 

the social marketplace constitutes a serious activity. The hat workers, parodying it, call attention 

to its ubiquity and its importance” (Gossip 179). Furthermore, the milliner girls’ gossip “provides 

a resource for the subordinated” and “a crucial form of solidarity” (Spacks, Gossip 5). The 

women gossip not to inflict harm, but rather to create a sense of camaraderie. Here, gossip about 

rich society from society below does not pose a threat to reputation and is therefore accepted as a 

form of discourse in the novel. 

 

Despite the working girls’ harmless gossip, Lily seems to receive the brunt of the effects of 

gossip in The House of Mirth. Discussing the history of literature and gossip from the turn of the 

century to the present age, Blakey Vermeule calls Lily’s cousin Grace Stepney a “flayed gossip” 

because she is one of  

The sirens who sing the imprudent but warm-hearted Lily Bart along her terrible 

downward path in Edith Wharton’s tragi-gossip masterpiece The House of Mirth 

… She is a middle-aged spinster and inveterate hater, with nothing better to do, 

apparently, than to collect nuggets of information to use against people at the ripe 

moment. (107) 

Grace Stepney effectively tells Lily’s rich aunt that she is a kept mistress and nearly all of Lily’s 

expected inheritance is revoked, going to Grace instead. Lily is counting on the inheritance and 

without it, a rippling effect of problems blossom because Lily cannot repay her debts. Grace 

Stepney does not merely stumble upon information about Lily by chance, rather her “mind was 

like a kind of moral fly-paper, to which the buzzing items of gossip were drawn by a fatal 
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attraction, and where they hung fast in the toils of an inexorable memory” (Wharton 121-122). By 

likening Grace’s mind to sticky flypaper, a decidedly disgusting premise, it is clear that Wharton 

is condemning “buzzing” gossip and those who revel in it. For example, Lily is ostracized 

because of Dabham’s gossip and she loses her inheritance because of Grace’s gossip. In addition 

to the malevolent associations to Dabham and gossip journalism mentioned earlier, Wharton 

seems to revile gossip because all of the instances of malicious gossip in the novel produce 

unsavory results.   

 

In the case of Grace Stepney, it is clear that her form of gossip falls under the malicious 

distinction. In fact, Grace is even described as a malevolent planner who “had in truth no abstract 

propensity to malice” (Wharton 122). With her ears and eyes always open, Grace filed various 

stories about Lily’s disreputable relationships with men with the intention of using the 

information for benefit. Lily and Grace both live in their aunt’s house and Lily mentions that the 

largeness of her room is “the envy and admiration of poor Grace Stepney” (Wharton 109). Within 

the first few references to Grace, it is clear that she has something to gain by reducing Lily’s 

standing in the house. Furthermore, Grace’s heart is called a “precise register of facts” and “Lily 

would have been surprised to know how many trivial facts concerning herself were lodged in 

Miss Stepney’s head” (Wharton 122). All of these examples point to the fact that Grace gossips 

with intention, not only to spread information about Lily, but also to bring about her downfall. 

Although Spacks devotes nearly seven pages to a discussion of gossip in The House of Mirth, she 

fails to mention Grace’s role as one of the perpetuators of Lily’s salaciousness. However, it seems 

quite clear that Grace’s gossip about Lily falls in line with Spacks’ definition of malicious gossip. 

Lily suffers “incalculable harm” as her reputation is permanently tarnished in the eyes of her now 

dead aunt and she loses the inheritance, all due to Grace’s pre-determined intentions.  

 

The damage to Lily’s repute from malicious gossip casts a dark shadow over gossip and its 

function in The House of Mirth. Gossip is often portrayed as a controlling, damaging mechanism 

that does more harm than good. In fact, rumor and gossip are treated as irrevocable facts that hold 

more weight than veracity. Lily knows all too well the dangers of gossip, asking 

What is truth? Where a woman is concerned it’s the story that’s easiest to believe. 

In this case it’s a great deal easier to believe Bertha Dorset’s story than mine, 
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because she has a big house and an opera box, and it’s convenient to be on good 

terms with her … well, the truth about any girl is that once she’s talked about 

she’s done for. (Wharton 226) 

Lily is cognizant of the heavy credence attached to malicious gossip. Once rumors begin 

spreading about Lily’s supposed salacious relationships with men, there is literally no recourse to 

reverse the damage to her character and social standing. It is quite clear that the ramifications of 

gossip are lasting and damaging to Lily and her chances at rejoining wealthy society.  

 

Moving on from Mirth, it is clear that the Gossip Girl series has its very own Dabham, namely 

the eponymous Gossip Girl. The anonymous Gossip Girl guides all of the books with an inside 

view to the “chosen ones” and she posts information and tips from readers to an online blog that 

is accessible to the world at large. The book is even styled like a blog with a web address and web 

banner framing each “blog post” in the novels. Her signature signoff on each post is the phrase, 

“You know you love me,” emphasizing the popularity of her information. Gossip Girl’s 

importance is evident from the get-go because she is the first character introduced and her 

information is of prime importance. Concluding the first post of Gossip Girl, the anonymous 

blogger states, “I’ll be watching closely. I’ll be watching all of us. It’s going to be a wild and 

wicked year. I can smell it” (von Ziegesar 4). Immediately the tone of the first book is established 

as centering on gossip concerning the upper reaches of New York society. In addition, after 

posting a series of questions in the last post of Gossip Girl, Gossip Girl asks, “Will people stop 

talking about any of the above? It’s unlikely. I know I won’t. It’s all so good” (von Ziegesar 201). 

Gossip Girl is clearly here to stay.  

 

Connecting the Gossip Girl series to reality, it is evident that gossipmongers are certainly popular 

nowadays both in print and on the Internet. Page Six from the New York Post is one of the most 

well known gossip sections in New York and is even mentioned in the Gossip Girl series. For 

example, in Nobody Does It Better, Jenny, one of the girl characters who idolizes Serena, is 

thrilled when her recent night out is plastered all over Page Six because then “she’d be a Page Six 

girl, just like she’d always wanted!” (von Ziegesar, Nobody Does It Better 152). Already it is 

clear that the Gossip Girl series embraces gossip and the characters consider it an honor to be 

talked about. Nowadays in contemporary society, popular bloggers like Perez Hilton 
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(www.perezhilton.com) post rumor and gossip about celebrities numerous times a day. The thirst 

for gossip has even resulted in websites like Blind Gossip (www.blindgossip.com), which posts 

juicy rumors about celebrities that are not named, thereby encouraging readers to guess which 

celebrity each “blind” item is about. The saturation of today’s media with gossip is due in large 

part to the omnipresence of the Internet, which fosters user contributions, works at a more rapid 

pace than traditional print media and is often free of charge (Turner 20). Gossip is no longer 

relegated to one source like it was 100 years ago with a gossip journalist like “The Saunterer.” 

Today’s gossip is disseminated from countless sources in print, on air and online, creating a 

never-ending supply of fresh stories. In the literature world, the Gossip Girl series embraces the 

ubiquitous nature of gossip with Gossip Girl reporting news she hears and news from other 

sources like Page Six or her classmates. 

 

In a very real sense, then, Gossip Girl’s fictional website given in the books as 

www.gossipgirl.net in America and gossipgirl.co.uk in the United Kingdom functions similarly to 

real-life contemporary gossip websites.3 In addition to her own truthful sightings section, Gossip 

Girl often posts anonymous and reader-submitted tips without any knowledge of their accuracy 

and no apologies if the information turns out to be misleading. In one of her posts in Gossip Girl, 

one of the question and answers sessions is clearly libelous: 

Q: whatsup, gossip girl? 

last night some guys I know got a handfull [sic] of pills from some blond chick on 

the steps of the metropolitan museum of art. they had the letter S stamped all over 

them. coincidence, or what? 

—N00name 

A: Dear N00name, 

Whoa, is all I have to say. 

—GG (von Ziegesar 38). 

“S” is a typical marking on speed, or a drug, and Serena is always referred to as “S” by Gossip 

Girl and occasionally by her friends. Although Gossip Girl does not lie outright, she does not 

                                                        
3 Both “fake” websites are actually real sites on the Internet. The American site (www.gossipgirl.net) acts as a hybrid 
“official book site,” which also provides information about other books by von Ziegesar, updates on the Gossip Girl 
TV show, a web shop and a blog about real gossip. The United Kingdom site (www.gossipgirl.co.uk) is very brief 
and only provides information about the series and the publisher. 
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attempt to find the truth and clear up whether the “S” pills refer to Serena or are simply a 

common street drug. She simply reports what she hears. Typically when a blog post is 

outrageous, like the one above, Gossip Girl will respond with wit, instead of denying or refusing 

to print the claim. Similar to Dabham’s lack of journalistic integrity, Gossip Girl’s grip on inside 

information and trust over her readers gives her the power to shape young, rich society in the 

novels. 

 

Therefore, the fictional Gossip Girl fits right in with real-life contemporary society. Like real-life 

blogger Perez Hilton, the fictional Gossip Girl is popular because people who read her blog think 

she “always has the best and more accurate dish to offer. This contrasts with actual gossip 

indulged in by not-quite-in-the-know characters who are invariably wildly wrong, and the 

unreliability of gossip is an ongoing theme” (Freeman 22). Similar to contemporary society, the 

Gossip Girl series reinforces the idea that gossip from a privileged source, like Perez Hilton or 

Gossip Girl, is accurate, whereas gossip from outsiders or random people is often questionable. 

Regardless of the veracity of this claim, as seen above, gossip from a “privileged” source explains 

the idea that gossip columns can function as a community. In her analysis of gossip columns in 

women’s magazine, Joke Hermes argues that information about celebrities is motivated by “a 

wish for and forging of community, a quality that is inherent in all gossip” (128). With a 

temperate, humorous leader at the helm, like Gossip Girl, “reading gossip magazines revolves not 

around fantasies of perfect selves but around fantasies of belonging: to an extended family or a 

moral community” (Hermes 132).  

 

The concept of gossip as a communalizing force is best seen in Gossip Girl. Serena has just 

returned from boarding school and the abundance of unfounded gossip is running rampant 

because everyone wonders why she left and why she is back. On Serena’s first day back, school 

gossip flows from one character to a next: 

“Look, see how Serena’s resting her hands on her stomach? She’s probably 

pregnant,” Isabel Coates whispered to Rain Hoffstetter. “You only do that when 

you’re pregnant.” 

“She could have has an abortion this morning. Maybe that’s why she’s 

late,” Rain whispered back. 
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 … 

“I hear they’re doing this thing in boarding school where they mix Comet 

[a cleaning agent] and cinnamon and instant coffee and snort it. It’s like speed, but 

it makes your skin turn green if you do it too long,” Nikki Button piped up. “You 

go blind, and then you die.”  

Blair caught snippets of her friends’ chatter, and it made her smile. (von 

Ziegesar, Gossip Girl 43) 

The gossip about Serena escalates into crazier stories, but instead of reprimanding the girls’ for 

their idle chatter, Blair, Serena’s on-and-off friend, merely smiles and accepts the far-fetched 

scenarios. Instead of sticking up for Serena, she essentially condones the prattle by not speaking 

out against it, a sharp contrast from the condemnable flypaper mind in Wharton’s novel. 

According to Spacks’ categories, Serena’s not quite as wealthy or popular friends rank too low on 

the figurative social totem pole and thus have no power to actually diminish Serena’s reputation. 

Instead, the girls’ chatter should be interpreted as mere idle talk that occurs because the girls have 

nothing better to talk about.  

 

Additionally, like popular gossip websites today, Gossip Girl encourages reader input, and hence 

community, via the aforementioned tips question and answer sections, which range from queries 

about Serena and her friends to life in general, or even Gossip Girl herself. In one question and 

answer session in You Know You Love Me, a reader asks Gossip Girl a personal question and she 

provides a snarky, yet useful answer: 

Q: Dear GG, 

What do you think about older boys dating younger girls? 

—Sneaky 

A: Dear Sneaky, 

It definitely depends on the age difference and the circumstances. For instance, if 

you were a college senior dating a high school sophomore I would say you had a 

bit of a Woody Allen-Soon Yi Previn problem. If you were a high school senior 

dating a college freshman, that would be okay. A high school senior dating a high 

school freshman is pushing it. It seems to work better when the girl is the younger 

one, mainly because we mature much faster—in all ways. 
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—GG (von Ziegesar, You Know You Love Me 84) 

In this example, Gossip Girl takes on a mother-like role by giving decent advice to a seemingly 

complete stranger. However, the readers of the site have come to think of Gossip Girl as more 

than just a persona behind a blog, but as a part of a community. Celebrity gossip and those who 

disseminate it are popular precisely because they are “integrated into everyday life as a family 

member would be, but without the network of responsibility and obligation such a relation 

normally involves” (Turner 115). Therefore, in a similar sense, the mother-to-child role between 

Gossip Girl and her readers is comparable to the working girls’ gossip in Mirth. The gossip is not 

meant to cause harm, but rather to make people feel like part of a family. In addition to 

community, the Gossip Girl series explores the notion that rumor and gossip equals power. In 

Gossip Girl, Chuck, one of the minor characters, finds out Nate slept with Serena while dating 

Blair and he immediately contemplates the usefulness of the gossip thinking, he “wasn’t going to 

keep it a secret for long. It was way too juicy and way too useful. Chuck didn’t need to read that 

book How to Win Friends and Influence People. He fucking wrote it” (von Ziegesar, Gossip Girl 

28). Just like rumor and gossip can have a positive or negative affect, so too can gossip be seen as 

a congregating force or a source of power.  

 

Although both The House of Mirth and the Gossip Girl series deal with rumor and gossip, the 

difference lies in the novels’ perceptions of it. Blakey Vermeule summarizes the function of 

gossip in literature by saying, “Literary narratives, in short, are deeply ambivalent about gossip: 

they depend on it even as they disavow it. In this respect, they are just like the rest of us. Gossip, 

though everywhere practiced, is everywhere despised” (104). While gossip is definitely a 

permeating force in the texts, it seems that each book takes a different approach to gossip. The 

House of Mirth fits in well with Vermeule’s contention. As a piece of social criticism, gossip in 

Mirth is viewed as an immortalizing force that twists the truth behind thoughts and actions. It 

comes as no surprise then that Dabham is normally referred to as “little” and “horrid” (Wharton, 

199). Blakey Vermeule also reaches the conclusion, “The fact remains that gossip poses a 

problem for the novel [in general]—a problem that the novel has found itself pointing over and 

over again in its modern form. The modern novel has renounced social information of a direct, 

unmediated kind” (116). Despite Vermeule’s generalizing assertion about the function of gossip 

in all forms of literature, the Gossip Girl series does not renounce gossip but rather accepts and 
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encourages it. In Gossip Girl, when Vanessa, one of the girls outside the inner circle starts a 

rumor and her friend Dan gets upset, Gossip Girl interjects in the text and says, “Oh, don’t be a 

spoilsport. Gossip is sexy. Gossip is good. Not everybody does it, but everybody should! (von 

Ziegesar, Gossip Girl 112). Clearly, Gossip Girl acts as a figurative cheerleader for rumor and 

gossip. Gossip is the cornerstone of the books and the catalyst that sparks dramas and sustains the 

plot as seen in the above examples. 

 

Additionally, Blakey Vermeule classifies different forms of gossip that are found within 

literature, namely, “Gossip relentlessly favors some kinds of information over other kinds. Sexual 

scandal, cheating, sudden windfalls, dramatic successes, spectacular failures, and social climbing 

all take precedence over other kinds of information. Gossip is always concerned with power” 

(105). The Gossip Girl series features literally all of these facets of gossip in the novels, whereas 

The House of Mirth focuses more on social climbing and scandal. In this respect, it is not difficult 

to see that Edith Wharton’s novel rebels against gossip because it is the main driving force behind 

Lily Bass’ road to ruin. If Lily’s name were not slandered by false sexual liaisons, she probably 

would not have died. In a sense, Wharton makes the bold statement that gossip causes death. In 

sharp contrast, the Gossip Girl series thrives on gossip and it is even encouraged. Gossip Girl 

supports reader participation and even doles out advice; gossip is a form of interaction within the 

series. Even through the cheating, failures and successes, Gossip Girl remains a loveable figure, a 

sharp contrast from Wharton’s formulation of Grace Stepney’s and Bertha Dorset’s malicious 

gossip.  

 

The Domination of Consumerism and Consumption 

 

Both The House of Mirth and Gossip Girl series are heavily saturated with consumerism and 

consumption, albeit in a slightly different manner. Consumerism is a large factor in Lily’s ruin 

and painted negatively, whereas the Gossip Girl series portrays consumerism positively and 

shows that amassing goods and wealth never has bad consequences. Before a discussion delving 

into specific examples of consumerism within the texts can occur, it is important to define some 

terms that will act as a reference for the following examination. According to the Merriam-

Webster Online Dictionary, consumerism is “the theory that an increasing consumption of goods 
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is economically desirable; also: a preoccupation with and an inclination toward the buying of 

consumer goods.” In addition, the Oxford English Dictionary defines consumerism as, “a 

doctrine advocating a continual increase in the consumption of goods as a basis for a sound 

economy” and “(excessive) emphasis on or preoccupation with the acquisition of consumer 

goods.” Examining these working definitions, it is clear that consumerism is almost like an 

obsession, a need for things in order to portray a certain lifestyle.  

 

Furthermore, according to the Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary, consumption is “the act or 

process of consuming” and “the utilization of economic goods in the satisfaction of wants or in 

the process of production resulting chiefly in their destruction, deterioration or transformation.” 

Similarly, in the Oxford English Dictionary consumption is “wasteful expenditure (of time, 

money, etc.)” and “the purchase and use of goods, services, materials, or energy.” Here 

consumption is comparable to a reward, buying and using things results in satisfaction. 

Consumption is also detrimental in that it is profligate and can result in disastrous consequences. 

It is evident that consumerism and consumption function together to explain the desire and 

fixation of amassing goods for social gain and fulfillment. Additionally, both terms are critically 

neutral meaning that consumption and consumerism are not inherently good or bad, but can result 

in positive or negative consequences. 

 

It is noteworthy that both Mirth and Gossip Girl begin with similar scenes of consumption of Lily 

and Serena, respectively. Immediately, the two books throw a spotlight on the role of 

consumption to follow. Lily is standing in the midst of Grand Central Station in New York apart 

from the crowd of travelers when she first captures Selden’s undivided attention and subsequently 

the looks of fellow travelers, “for Miss Bart was a figure to arrest even the suburban traveler 

rushing to his last train” (Wharton 4). Lily’s arrival is announced through the surprised eyes of 

Selden, who is curious to uncover why Lily is in the city. Similarly, Gossip Girl begins with 

Serena’s mysterious arrival at Grand Central Station. She has been at boarding school during the 

past year and her sudden arrival is fodder for Gossip Girl, who immediately laments Serena’s 

presence because her charm and beauty will “basically ruin over lives and piss us all off in a 

major way” (von Ziegesar, Gossip Girl 4). Serena is consumed by all of the readers of the Gossip 

Girl website and her arrival leads to speculation, in the same way that Selden wonders about Lily. 
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In addition to the blatant consumption of the two women within the opening pages of the two 

novels, there is also a thread of consumerism throughout the texts. From an economic standpoint, 

Thorstein Veblen offered one of the first detailed critiques of consumerism with his book, The 

Theory of the Leisure Class (1899). In it, he attempts to explain what distinguishes wealthy 

individuals, the leisure class, from the lower, working classes, all from a satirical perspective. In 

this classic book Veblen contends that outward appearance is of the utmost importance in 

portraying social standing: “Our dress, therefore, in order to serve its purpose effectually, should 

not only he expensive, but it should also make plain to all observers that the wearer is not 

engaged in any kind of productive labor” (Chapter 7).4  One hundred years after its publication, 

Rojek analyses Veblen’s work in the following way: 

Veblen’s approach examines leisure as a status-placing activity. The inference is 

that “free” time is a misnomer for leisure. Instead, leisure is a time of display 

activity and performance. Accordingly, genuine idleness among the rich is a cause 

of social disapproval. From Veblen’s standpoint, it is the duty of the rich to devote 

themselves to a calendar of symbolic activities and daily chores. At the same time 

the foundation of these activities must be to enlarge the principle of voluntary 

abnegation from pecuniary labor. (“Reviewing Veblen” 211-212) 

Throughout his text, Veblen seems to be saying that the leisure class is wrapped up in a world of 

superficiality with the main goal of creating and maintaining appearances. 

 

Overall, many theorists consider Veblen’s book a declaration against wealth inequality from a 

moral standpoint. Following this summary, Thorstein Veblen’s critical take on wealthy society 

begs for examination in Mirth. Lily and her set pride themselves on being able to shun a life of 

honest work. Throughout the novel, Lily disregards Gerty Farish’s lifestyle as a workingwoman 

with her own apartment because Gerty is not conforming to the so-called expectations of women 

of high society; Lily even remarks,  

"Oh, I know—you mean Gerty Farish." She smiled a little unkindly. "But I said 

marriageable—and besides, she has a horrid little place, and no maid, and such 

                                                        
4 I am using an online version of Veblen’s Theory of the Leisure Class that does not have page numbers but is fully 
searchable. 
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queer things to eat. Her cook does the washing and the food tastes of soap. I 

should hate that, you know." 

 …  

As he watched her hand, polished as a bit of old ivory, with its slender pink nails, 

and the sapphire bracelet slipping over her wrist, he was struck with the irony of 

suggesting to her such a life as his cousin Gertrude Farish had chosen. She was so 

evidently the victim of the civilization which had produced her, that the links of 

her bracelet seemed like manacles chaining her to her fate. (7) 

Even Selden sees that Lily is a result of societal pressures on women, the same wealthy society 

“rules” that Veblen documents.  

 

In fact, one of Veblen’s most lasting contributions was the coining of the term “conspicuous 

consumption,” describing how wealthy individuals who consume “more excellent goods is an 

evidence of wealth, it becomes honorific; and conversely, the failure to consume in due quantity 

and quality becomes a mark of inferiority and demerit … Conspicuous consumption of valuable 

goods is a means of reputability to the gentleman of leisure” (Chapter 4). Lily is cognizant of 

society’s turn toward conspicuous consumption when she laments, 

The strident setting of the restaurant, in which their table seemed set apart in a 

special glare of publicity, and the presence at it of little Dabham of the "Riviera 

Notes," emphasized the ideals of a world where conspicuousness passed for 

distinction, and the society column had become the roll of fame. (Wharton 216) 

It is clear that Lily is a victim of such conspicuous consumption. Surrounded by wealth until the 

age of 19, money influences Lily’s worldly perspective and, following her mother’s lead, Lily 

learns to despise “dinginess” and the lack of expensive material possessions.  

 

In fact, according to Anne-Marie Evans, the portrait of Lily’s childhood illustrates her 

indoctrination as a member of wealthy society that she cannot escape because she is effectively 

brainwashed into believing that having money is the highest life goal (114). When Lily’s father 

reveals he is ruined, Lily comes to grips with her new, poorer life by accepting the creed, “beauty 

is only the raw material of conquest, and that to convert it into success other arts are required”  

(Wharton 34). Lily quickly adapts her entire life so every movement, thought and behavior is a 
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direct reflection of her beauty. Lily buys fancy clothing and goes on lavish trips even though it 

forces her to live in a constant state of near poverty because she wants to be accepted amongst 

rich society, like the Trenors and Dorsets. Lily’s beauty has granted her a place among them and 

as long as she follows their rules, Lily will continue to be welcomed. In a very real sense, Lily’s 

beauty is her golden ticket to the wealthy world, the world she was born into and does not want to 

let go. 

 

Lily is obsessed with consuming; she even needs a maid to assist her with shopping trips. She 

always desires to possess the most stylish fashions and it is her penchant for visiting the dress 

shop that leads to her extreme debt at the hands of Gus Trenor. With his money Lily buys more 

clothing instead of saving the extra funds in order to pay him back. Even though Lily’s 

consumption of ultrafashionable dresses “have been part of her destruction” there is very little 

description of clothing in Mirth, their “presence has so far only been suggested by texture, light, 

color and perfume” (Hughes 404).  Hughes argues that the lack of formal description gives a 

unique life to Lily’s outfits in which “Wharton has made us ‘think’ the beauty for ourselves” 

(404). In this way, Lily’s dresses are a beautiful enigma, much like Lily herself. But consumption 

comes at an extreme cost to Lily. According to Juliette Wells, “Although Wharton did not offer 

moral condemnation of her heroines’ desire for these luxuries, she made plain the personal cost of 

placing consumption above all other goals” (63). Of course, Lily’s death by sleeping pills is the 

price she had to pay for entrenching herself too deeply in wealthy, consumption-focused society. 

 

Although Veblen’s volume on the leisure class is still applicable today, more than 100 years after 

its first printing, he failed in some respects to predict certain elements of today’s rich society. 

According to Rojek, Veblen did not put enough emphasis on consumerism, “In the last hundred 

years, class-based society has been transformed into consumer culture … He failed to anticipate 

the seductiveness of consumer culture in the organization of lifestyle” (“Reviewing Veblen” 212-

213). This critique is particularly interesting in terms of the Gossip Girl series because 

consumerism pervades each book to a much more elevated degree than Mirth. Rather than 

describing objects, von Ziegesar inserts popular culture references like fashion designer labels 

and TV shows throughout the text. In Gossip Girl, for example, the narrator says, “When Serena 

woke up a little while later, Chuck had changed the channel to MTV2 and was singing along 
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loudly to Jay-Z. Serena’s Pucci dress had ridden up above her waist, and her lacy blue underwear 

was showing” (von Ziegesar, Gossip Girl 134). The use of brand names here clearly serves a 

purpose, that is, to emphasize the luxurious consumption in the novels to the readers. Deborah 

Philips argues that chick lit “novels are written for young women who are skilled and experienced 

in contemporary discourses of consumption” (240). This indicates that, like Rojek’s claims, 

consumerism and consumption are more deeply rooted in society than ever before. Contemporary 

readers will indentify and associate with the brands mentioned throughout the series. 

 

Furthermore, quite frequently sex and brand name products are mixed together as one consumer 

product, further highlighting the notion that women are sex objects meant to be consumed and 

enjoyed, like music and clothing. For Kim Toffoletti, the Gossip Girl series’ blend of sex and 

consumption is representative of post-feminism,  

With its ‘post’ prefix, the term post-feminism implies the phase after feminism 

where battles for equality have been won and women are now reaping the benefits 

of a new gender regime. The attributes associated with the post-feminist girl are 

often realized through consumption, both material and sexual, which appear as 

central features of post-feminist orthodoxy. These features also appear throughout 

the Gossip Girl storylines, which frequently link sex and consumer goods. (72) 

Placing sexual activity on the same level as consumption certainly downplays the importance of 

sex and its potential to damage reputations. Sex and consumption of material possessions are 

merely enjoyable pursuits that showcase status. However, the reciprocal relationship between sex 

and consumption is also a feature of chick lit in general. Discussing chick lit Whelehan argues, 

“Desire is also at the heart of these texts, but it moves beyond that of sexual desire to a wider 

desire to have all one’s craving fulfilled: thus the novels are redolent with conspicuous 

consumptions, whether it be of male bodies or of designer goods” (205). In a very real way, the 

Gossip Girl series positions the female characters as consumers. The novels seem to be 

supporting the idea that whatever Serena and her friends desire, they receive. 

 

Despite a nearly 100-year publication gap, The House of Mirth and Gossip Girl series are 

resolutely concerned with consumption, albeit amidst a different historical backdrop. Lily and her 

social crowd are living in an era with less emphasis on women’s rights owing to that fact that 
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women are expected to marry for social security, not to mention the fact that they did not yet have 

the right to vote. Veblen also refers to women as members of the “base classes,” reinforcing the 

lower role women were expected to play at the turn of the century (Chapter 4). Yet, even though 

Lily and her peers are obsessed with luxury and maintaining appearances, it is only through men 

that the women consume. Without a man’s money via marriage, women like Lily struggled to fit 

in. Selden remarks that Lily has a “real self,” which is often squashed by her desire to be a part of 

the rich crowd. According to Martha Banta, Lily’s real self cannot rise to the surface because she 

is “anathema to the social set for which difference and newness are only acceptable if converted 

into conformity with the tastes of the times” (56). Therefore, Lily must suppress her actual desires 

if she wants to remain a member of high society.  

 

Flash-forward to the present era and a lot has changed in the world of the Gossip Girl series. 

Serena and her peers are only wealthy because their parents are wealthy, but there is a 

“flourishing of female sexual and economic freedom,” where women can choose to use their 

sexuality and money to get what they want (Tofffoletti 72). Instead of being a cause for ruin, the 

Gossip Girl series rewards and promotes consumption and commercialism by females. For 

example, when rumors swirl around Lily’s supposed sexual promiscuity, she is banished from 

society. In sharp contrast, even though Serena slept with Blair’s boyfriend Nate, she is not 

ostracized; rather the younger girls like Jenny admire her. Moreover, individual attitudes are 

encouraged through consumption in the Gossip Girl series. As a work of chick lit, the series 

wholeheartedly endorses consumption as a means of satisfaction. Wells argues that unlike the 

socially critical novel of manners, chick lit tends not to condemn consumerism and consumption: 

Although chick-lit writers certainly satirize the excesses they depict, they do not 

attack, as does Wharton, the very foundation of consumer culture, which in her 

view teaches women in particular to crave luxuries and to create themselves—and 

their friends and daughters—as veritable objects of consumption … the genre as a 

whole does not cast any lasting doubt on the notion that self-indulgence is key to a 

rewarding life. (64) 

It is clear that Mirth decries consumption as a source of destruction, as evidenced by Lily’s 

ultimate demise, whereas the Gossip Girl series relishes in the excitement and privilege of 

excessive consumption. 
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Moreover, the Gossip Girl series takes consumption to a whole new level. Instead of relegating 

the consumption of exclusive products to the rich characters in the novels, the series ensnares the 

reader. According to Amy Pattee, conspicuous consumerism is present not only for the characters 

in the text, but also for the reader because  

Gossip Girl’s [series] fixation with wealth and its fascination with the lifestyles 

and accessories of the rich are evident throughout the novels. While the prices of 

the services and wardrobes the characters enjoy are not mentioned, savvy readers 

recognize the luxury status of the items described … The raison d’etre of the 

Gossip Girl characters involves consumption and display; coincidentally, this 

observation can be made about the series—as a literary product—itself. (168) 

The Gossip Girl series is completely laced with consumerism because readers become caught up 

in contemporary New York society amid all the literal brand references.  

 

However, the Gossip Girl series is not alone in its inclusion of brand references throughout the 

novels. Elizabeth Bullen analyzed various young adult fiction that is “distinguished by the 

conspicuous consumption of its affluent teenage characters” in order to show that brand names 

act as signifiers of class and affiliation throughout the texts (497-498). Bullen specifically 

references the Gossip Girl series as one such example of the socialization of brand names. Like 

traditional advertising, fictional novels use narrative strategies to promote the world and lifestyle 

that the characters are living. As mentioned earlier in regard to chick lit, the novels aim to create 

characters that the reader can identify with and wish to emulate. As Bullen points out, “The more 

readers identify and empathize with the characters, the more likely they are to accept the version 

of the world the narrative constructs and the values (and brands) it thereby promotes (500). 

Bullen takes this idea one step further with the argument that persuasion and socialization 

“converge in the service of consumer capitalism in an emerging genre of young adult fiction that 

is distinguished by the conspicuous consumption of its teenage characters and that the informal 

product placement in them points to the hybridization of advertising and fiction” (500). Here, it is 

clear that fictional series like Gossip Girl are no longer mere stories.  

 

Instead, the Gossip Girl series attempts to draw readers into the series via the narrative, only to 
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then act as an advertising force to attract readers, especially young adults, to consume the 

products mentioned within the texts. One such hybridization example of fiction and advertising 

occurs in the series, 

At least Blair had an excuse to use the delicious L’Occitane sandalwood body 

shampoo the housekeeper stocked in Nate’s shower. She towelled herself off with 

a thick navy blue Ralph Lauren towel, slipped on her flimsy pink silk Cosabella 

underwear, zipped up her blue-and-white seersucker Constance Billard School 

spring uniform skirt, and buttoned two of the six buttons on her white linen Calvin 

Klein three-quarter-sleeve blouse. (von Ziegesar, Nobody Does It Better 10) 

Here, in just 45 mere words, four brand names are mentioned during the innocuous act of Blair 

getting dressed after a shower. Although chick lit like the Gossip Girl series could merely be seen 

as a revenue generating opportunity through in-text advertising, Wells argues that consumerism is 

an essential aspect of chick lit. She asks the bold question, “Without shopping, could chick lit 

exist?” and claims, “consumer goods are essential to chick-lit heroines’ self-conception and self-

presentation” (62). Therefore, consumption in the Gossip Girl series has a two-pronged effect: it 

works to ensnare the reader with product placement, while at the same time providing a 

framework that helps shape the characters. Regardless of the success of the novels as an 

advertising tool, there is no doubt that the Gossip Girl series excessively promotes consumerism 

and consumption.  

 

Additionally, the Gossip Girl series is in a sense more of a consumer product than a literary 

novel. Pattee calls the series a “calculated success” because a media production company initially 

pitched the idea for series, with the rights to the idea sold to the highest literary publisher. Von 

Ziegesar then jumped at the offer from the publishing house. Pattee argues,  

In this case, literature for young people, conceived initially as a conceptual 

commodity and not with charitable intent, becomes the serendipitous product of a 

capital venture, the goal of which is to sell products—any product. The content of 

the series mirrors this concern, as the details of the lives of the characters—and the 

characterization itself—are described in terms of commercial consumption. (155) 

It is clear ideas of consumerism and consumption are thoroughly enmeshed in the fabric of the 

Gossip Girl series. However, the commoditization does not end there. The series can be accessed 
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as single novels, or as an exclusive boxed set, which implies the books are a collector’s item. 

Toffoletti furthers this idea and argues, “The seemingly infinite amount of content devoted to this 

phenomenon [Gossip Girl series] ensures that the fun doesn’t stop when the reader finished the 

book or turns off the TV after watching the final program in the series. It need never end” (75). 

The Gossip Girl series embraces consumer culture and consumption in a seemingly never-ending 

cycle of production and consumption. The main book series branches off to include special 

editions, related book series centering on minor characters, a website and a hit American TV 

show. In Gossip Girl’s world, consumption is not only about the characters, but about consuming 

the reader as well, a far cry from the link between death and consumption in Mirth.  

 

Beauty as a Social Tool 

 

Another interesting similarity between The House of Mirth and the Gossip Girl series is the 

portrayal of beauty as a means to an end. Both Lily and Serena are idolized because of their 

beauty. When Selden sees Lily at the train station he thinks he “had never seen her more radiant” 

and when he walks beside her, he “was conscious of taking a luxurious pleasure in her nearness: 

in the modelling of her little ear, the crisp upward wave of her hair—was it ever so slightly 

brightened by art?—and the thick planting of her straight black lashes. Everything about her was 

at once vigorous and exquisite, at once strong and fine” (Wharton 4). Lily’s beauty is a defining 

characteristic for even in a crowded train station, she is the center of attention. In a similar 

manner, because Serena does not have a want for money, the only thing separating her from all 

the other equally wealthy teens in Manhattan is her beauty. In Gossip Girl, Serena is often 

described as possessing an almost supernatural beauty, “[Serena had] the kind of smile you might 

try to imitate, posing in the bathroom mirror like an idiot. The magnetic, delicious, ‘you can’t 

stop looking at me, can you?’ smile supermodels spend years perfecting. Well, Serena smiled that 

way without even trying” (van Ziegesar, Gossip Girl 16). Without any effort, Serena is more 

beautiful than supermodels, the current standard of American beauty, which contrasts with Lily 

who works and molds her beauty. Although Lily and Serena embrace their beauty in slightly 

different ways, both women attract the attention of those around them without trying. In Mirth, 

while Lily is cruising with the Dorsets in the Mediterranean, Mrs. Fisher tells Selden that 

“everybody began to make a fuss about Lily Bart” because of her beauty (Wharton, 189). In 
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Gossip Girl, Serena enters a non-descript restaurant and diners immediately gossip about her 

beauty while “heads turn as she passed” (Von Ziegesar 119).  

 

However, Lily’s and Serena’s exquisite beauty also makes them objects, which can be consumed 

and have the power to ensnare the attention of those around them. Anne-Marie Evans argues that 

the female body is an extension of public space and more specifically, “Lily changes the space 

around her, transmuting each area into a platform for sexualized public performance” (108).  In a 

very real sense, Lily and Serena are art objects that are available for unsolicited admiration and 

scorn by both men and women, even anonymous sources like Gossip Girl. The notion of women 

as art is not new and Susan Gubar makes the case that Lily is a work of art due to her 

“gracefulness, her stylish clothing, her belief in the power of her own beauty to do good, … even 

the lines on her face she traces with dismay in a mirror” (80). Due to her lack of monetary wealth 

after the ruin and death of her parents, Lily often considers her beautiful looks the only quality 

she has at her disposal to navigate the wealthy world, because,  

After all, it was the life she had been made for: every dawning tendency in her had 

been carefully directed toward it, all her interests and activities had been taught to 

centre around it. She was like some rare flower grown for exhibition, a flower 

from which every bud had been nipped except the crowning blossom of her 

beauty. (Wharton 317) 

Like a dedicated gardener tending flowers, Lily takes great care in pruning her beauty 

because she knows it is a form of currency for her. As Hughes points out, “Lily not only 

thinks, but knows she is beautiful” (394). Lily is fully cognizant that her beauty is her 

only asset in the marriage market. 
 

Although good looks were one of the most important values a woman at the turn of the 

century could have, Lily takes her beauty to another level. For a brief moment Lily is 

uncertain whether she will be able to win over Percy Bryce and then she remembers,  

Her beauty itself was not the mere ephemeral possession it might have been in the 

hands of inexperience: her skill in enhancing it, the care she took of it, the use she 

made of it, seemed to give it a kind of permanence. She felt she could trust it to 

carry her though to the end. (Wharton 49) 
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Lily not only nurtures her beauty, but also crafts it into a tool, the only tool she has in her power 

to wield in the hopes of attaining a better, wealthier life. For Lily, her beauty is the closest 

commodity she has to money as a single woman of high society. Lily has to market her beauty 

and charm in order to reel in a potential suitor. 

 

Once Lily’s beauty is considered a tool, it can also be consumed. Her beauty is no longer purely 

her own; rather her beauty is consumed by the men around her. For instance, when Lily attends 

the fete party she is put on display as a piece of artwork in the tableaux vivants. Lily, along with 

other women, is dressed up to resemble Reynolds’ famous painting “Mrs. Lloyd” and put on 

display for the enjoyment of the party guests. Lily’s nude-colored, figure-skimming dress attracts 

a lot of attention, including the gaze of Selden. Selden sees Lily as a work of art and consumes 

her by thinking,  

It was as though she had stepped not out of, but into, Reynolds’s canvas, banishing 

the phantom of his dead beauty by the beams of her living grace . . . he seemed to 

see before him the real Lily Bart, divested of the trivialities of her little world, and 

catching for a moment a note of that eternal harmony of which her beauty was a 

part. (Wharton 135) 

For Selden, Lily is only truly herself when she is an art object. Anne-Marie Evans argues that 

women are performers and men are spectators and “throughout the text, the female body 

functions as a form of currency in a socio-sexual climate where Wharton continuously constructs 

the female body as commodity and possession” (120). Lily’s body is presented as something for 

men to own and although Selden only consumes Lily mentally, in the sense that he treats Lily as 

a work of art rather than a real woman, other men physically consume Lily.  

 

At the fete, Lily is alone and lost in thought when Gus Trenor approaches her and “she was 

roused from these speculations by a familiar touch on her arm, and turning saw Gus Trenor 

beside her. She felt a thrill of vexation: what right had he to touch her?” (Wharton 91). Lily is 

upset by Gus’ intimacy because it was not proper for a woman to be intimately touched by a man 

who is not her husband. Later, Gus tries to literally consume Lily when he tricks her and pushes 

himself on her sexually, as payment for his help with her finances. According to Bonnie Lynn 

Gerard, Lily faces incessant consumption and “Trenor’s attempted rape signals the relentlessness 
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with which New York society will devour Lily Bart, as if in accordance with an implacable 

natural law that dictates the victimization of those who threaten the power of others” (414). Gus 

consumes Lily because, like Selden, he considers her a beautiful piece of art, an object, that is 

meant to be enjoyed. After the fete and the reactions her dress stirred in the men around her, “Lily 

begins to realize how, despite a beautiful appearance and perfect behavior, she cannot control the 

way she is seen; her ‘story’ is in other hands” (Hughes 401). Lily is continuously sexualized and 

consumed by the men around her because she is an object on display. As art, Lily has no power to 

counteract the image of herself created by the men around her.  

 

In a very similar manner, Serena is living art in Gossip Girl when she becomes the star of an art 

show and her picture is splashed all over the city, a picture of a “mysterious” body part that 

“looked like the dark pit at the center of a peach” (von Ziegesar 127). Although it is never 

explicitly mentioned, it is clear that the photograph is of her anus partly because Serena denies it 

is her lips or belly button. Serena’s scandalous picture becomes fodder for multiple Gossip Girl 

posts; everyone sees the picture and the boys begin treating her as an object. Serena spends time 

with Chuck and after refusing to have sex with him he sees her “mysterious” picture on the side 

of a taxi and says, “What’s your problem anyway? … You’ve been fucking Nate Archibald since 

tenth grade, and I’m sure you did just about every guy at boarding school, and in France, too. 

What, are you like, too good to give me some?” (von Ziegesar, Gossip Girl 135-136). Chuck 

thinks that because Serena was willing to expose herself as a piece of popular culture, she should 

also be willing to give herself to him. Chuck wants to physically consume Serena. At the same 

time, Serena’s turn as an actress makes her a small-scale celebrity, thus opening the door for 

visual consumption. According to Rojek, celebrity is a mode of consumption because “Celebrities 

are commodities in the sense that consumers desire to possess them” (Celebrity 15). As a 

celebrity getting stopped on the streets of Manhattan by people asking for autographs, Serena 

opens herself up to consumption by her fans who want a “piece of her.” In this case, an autograph 

and a photograph. Therefore, as a piece of art, Lily’s and Serena’s main function becomes one of 

performer and everyone admiring them become spectators, effectively the basis for consumption. 
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The Role of Ruin and Salvation 

 

A major theme running throughout The House of Mirth and the Gossip Girl series is that of ruin. 

Many scholars, like Sarah Appleton Aguiar, argue, “Lily is socially and economically punished 

for her refusal to marry” (73). While this is certainly partly true, there is more behind Lily’s spiral 

toward ruin and ultimately death, which can be supported by the similar story line in the Gossip 

Girl series. In Mirth, Lily’s socially connected friends do not try to help her even though they 

have the power to save her from social ruin. Bertha, Lily’s on-and-off friend, accuses Lily of 

adultery and banishes her from rich society. Bertha is one of the ringleaders of the wealthy New 

York social scene and without her approval Lily will not receive free invitations to parties and 

dinners, and will thus be relegated to a life of shabbiness. Bertha’s power is clear because she 

helps Carry Fisher. Carry has been married and divorced several times, a decidedly uncouth 

action for a woman of the time. Carry is accepted because, as Lily says, “It all turned on the 

tiresome distinction between what a married woman might, and a girl might not, do” (Wharton 

79). In short, the rich wives think their husbands are safe around Carry, a divorced woman, in 

comparison to Lily, an unmarried, beautiful woman. Despite Bertha’s social power, Lily has an 

opportunity to ruin Bertha. Lily has love letters written by Bertha to Selden and if she shows 

them to Bertha’s husband, he will have a reason to divorce her, thus leaving Bertha without any 

income, in a similar situation as Lily. Despite this untapped power, Lily chooses not to reveal the 

letters and instead ends up destroying them.  

 

In contrast, Serena is a social pariah at the start of Gossip Girl. She has just returned from 

boarding school after leaving unannounced for a year and because her former best friend Blair 

will not accept her back into the social scene, Serena feels like an outcast. In Gossip Girl Serena 

is upset that she is no longer the center of the social atmosphere, because “everyone thinks I’m 

like, ruined or something” (von Ziegesar, Gossip Girl 165). Blair is the current queen of the 

private school social scene; she doles out invitations to exclusive parties and forces Nate to sever 

communications with Serena. Without Blair’s approval Serena manages to get by because she is 

not lacking money, like Lily, but her life feels decidedly empty. In Nobody Does It Better, Blair 

helps Vanessa, an outcast, become a part of the in crowd even though she lives in Brooklyn and is 

not as pretty or as wealthy as the other teens. Like Bertha, Blair is capable of bringing others out 
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of social ruin and into social acceptance. Additionally, Serena has the chance to ruin Blair and 

take the social throne. In You Know You Love Me Serena spots Blair stealing expensive pajamas 

from high-scale department store, Barneys. Serena debates whether or not to rat on Blair for 

“being such a bitch” and making Serena a social outcast; however, like Lily, she ultimately 

decides against trying to socially ruin her friend. 

 

Serena’s refusal to ruin Blair is rewarded in Only in Your Dreams. A famous director holds 

auditions for the lead female role of Holly Golightly in a new remake of the film Breakfast at 

Tiffany’s and both Blair and Serena try out. Although it is Blair’s dream role that she spends 

hours rehearsing, Serena strolls in and lands the role. Despite being perfect for the part, Serena 

fails miserably. In Only in Your Dreams, Serena’s difficulty with the movie marks the first time 

she has put effort toward something and failed, in fact, “She’d always managed to excel at 

everything, from school to horseback riding to boys, all without trying. She’d been sure acting 

would come as easily to her as everything else she’d tried in her life, but so far [the director] Ken 

Mogul was clearly unhappy with her performance” (von Ziegesar, Only In Your Dreams 97). 

Serena is in danger of becoming a laughing stock and being ostracized from young, rich society 

when Blair helps her out. Blair boosts Serena’s confidence and rehearses the script with her in 

because “if she [Blair] couldn’t be Holly Golightly, well, then she could make Serena into her. 

That would be satisfaction enough” (von Ziegesar, Only in Your Dreams 165).  

 

Blair’s decision to help her frenemy Serena highlights an important message manifest in the 

Gossip Girl series, namely,  

For better or for worse, the peer group is where you learn who you are, and it’s 

often where most of your support comes from. Friendships also have their ups and 

downs, but, just as in real teen life, they are among the stablest [sic] and most 

rewarding of the characters’ relationships. (Freeman 22) 

Blair and Serena may have a volatile relationship, but in the end they support each other. Thanks 

to Blair’s help, Serena improves and the movie is a ravishing success, which in turn, parlays 

Serena to future film and modeling jobs. The moral of Only in Your Dreams, and the Gossip Girl 

series in general, is that the power of friendship can counteract and overcome any of the negative 

effects of consumerism. Blair and Serena and all their friends may be caught up in a world filled 
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with money and sex, but as long as they defend one another, they will prevail and thrive in 

society. 

 

Serena’s fairy tale ending is completely different from Lily’s despair. Lily does receive some help 

from Carry Fisher although she is Bertha’s friend, by securing her a job at a millinery. Carry is 

unusual because she is one of the few women who is part of rich society who helps others who 

are struggling: “It was, in fact, characteristic of Carry that, while she actively gleaned her own 

stores from the fields of affluence, her real sympathies were on the other side—with the unlucky, 

the unpopular, the unsuccessful, with all her hungry fellow-toilers in the shorn stubble of 

success” (Wharton 250). Lily is not very successful but Carry cannot help any longer because she 

is in danger of damaging her reputation by hanging around with Lily. Lily’s wealthy upbringing 

has spoiled her from labor-intensive work and she slowly spirals into depression.  She fills a 

prescription for chloral hydrate, a sedative and hypnotic drug, to help her sleep at night because  

Through the long hours of silence the dark spirit of fatigue and loneliness 

crouched upon her breast, leaving her so drained of bodily strength that her 

morning thoughts swam in a haze of weakness. The only hope of renewal lay in 

the little bottle at her bed-side; and how much longer that hope would last she 

dared not conjecture. (Wharton 296) 

Clearly Lily has not been brought up to persevere amidst a shabby life. Like her mother, Lily 

starts to lose hope that she will ever be able to return to her old life and slowly declines.  

 

Although Lily has an opportunity to be saved if she marries Sim Rosedale, a man she despises, 

she could also be saved through Bertha’s hands. Instead of helping Lily, Bertha plucks a younger 

woman out of obscurity to become her new right of hand. However, even if Bertha helped Lily, 

there is a strong possibility that Lily could never be saved. Birgitt Flohr offers a reading of The 

House of Mirth in relation to early 20th century society, specifically Veblen’s Theory of the 

Leisure Class, and she arrives at a startling conclusion of the dangers Lily faces: “The greatest 

damage is done when the woman believes that the life of leisure, consumption and futility is not 

only her fate but also the only fate she is capable of” (3). Lily is a victim of such thinking. Lily 

cannot image her life without consumption and leisure and she detests imagining a simpler life. 

Although Lily disdains trying to find a husband, she cannot figure out a way to break free: 
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It was a hateful fate—but how escape from it? …  As she entered her bedroom, 

with its softly-shaded lights, her lace dressing-gown lying across the silken 

bedspread, her little embroidered slippers before the fire, a vase of carnations 

filling the air with perfume, … she had a vision of Miss Farish’s cramped flat, 

with its cheap conveniences and hideous wall-papers. No; she was not made for 

mean and shabby surroundings, for the squalid compromises of poverty. Her 

whole being dilated in an atmosphere of luxury; it was the background she 

required, the only climate she could breathe in. (Wharton 25-26) 

Lily certainly suffers from feelings that her fate has been pre-determined and she is helpless to 

escape. 

 

Additionally, after Lily receives her inheritance check for 10 thousand dollars, Lily does not feel 

a sense of a relief or a sense that she can raise herself out of poverty; instead she feels 

emotionally destitute. Lily thinks about her life and shudders:  

It was no longer, however, from the vision of material poverty that she turned with 

the greatest shrinking. She had a sense of deeper empoverishment [sic]—of an 

inner destitution compared to which outward conditions dwindled into 

insignificance. It was indeed miserable to be poor … But there was something 

more miserable still—it was the clutch of solitude at her heart, the sense of being 

swept like a stray uprooted growth down the heedless current of the years. 

(Wharton 318-319) 

At the end of the novel Lily finally seems to realize that there is more to life than money and 

possessions; it is as if her years of indoctrination are slowly lifting away. Her lifelong pursuit of 

money, expensive dresses and prospective husbands has left her with a yawning sense of 

loneliness. However, even if Lily realizes what is wrong with her life, she is powerless to change 

it. As Bonnie Lynn Gerard argues, “Lily is consumed as a visual object throughout the novel … 

but more than just exposing, watching, observing and scrutinizing Lily Bart, New York society 

devours her” (413). It is not solely Lily’s actions or the actions of her friends that have left her 

destitute, rather it is the consumer culture of New York society at large. In her world, Lily was 

expected to conform to a certain standard and because she was not strong enough to realize it 

completely, she is consumed by chloral, yet another construction from rich society; she got the 
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prescription from rich former friends. Until her last breath, society presses on Lily. Without 

friend’s supporting her, Lily has no chance to prevail.  

 

However, Susan Gubar supports the idea that Lily’s death is the “logical extension of her life” 

because “having turned herself into an artistic object, she now literally kills herself into art” (81). 

In fact, before she dies, Lily recalls all of her dresses, her appearance at the tableaux vivants and 

how much her old life calls out to her, before she was ruined. As she examines her dresses, “An 

association lurked in every fold: each fall of lace and gleam of embroidery was like a letter in the 

record of her past” (Wharton 317). Referencing the previous discussion concerning Lily’s 

conversion into a work of art, her death allows Lily to remain an object of art. Lily’s death 

secures that she will always be considered a piece of art; she will no longer have the chance to 

change that aspect of herself. In fact, when Selden sees Lily in her apartment after she has died, 

he surveys the scene and instead of trying to find out what Lily’s last moments of life were like, 

he grants himself the authority to decide because “That was all he knew—all he could hope to 

unravel of the story. The mute lips on the pillow refused him more than this … Yes, he could 

now read into that farewell all that his heart craved to find there (Wharton 329). Even after her 

death, society continues to mold Lily’s life. 

 

In contrast, the Gossip Girl series does not provide of picture of Serena’s life when she is older, 

but at the end of Don’t You Forget About Me, the last book in the series, Serena is still an art 

commodity. Although Lily is left for dead and Serena is saved, the overall message emitting from 

The House of Mirth and the Gossip Girl series is that beautiful women are art objects. Men and 

society consume them until ultimately they are immortalized as art, either through death or the 

silver screen. However, despite this similarity, the resultant tones of the works’ endings are 

completely opposite. Lily’s death as art is both sad and disturbing. From the outside, Lily is 

seemingly perfect: she is extraordinary beautiful and frequents high society. Yet, her snubbing 

from high society effectively ruins her and realizing her beauty and her so-called friends can no 

longer save her, Lily dies. On the other hand, Serena becomes living art via her countless 

cosmetic ad campaigns, art exhibitions and starring movie role and she is idolized. The last 

Gossip Girl update mentions all the passersby stopping her on the street and asking for her 

autograph. In Mirth, likening women to art is detrimental and should be avoided. In contrast, the 
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Gossip Girl series presents women as art as an aspiration of high social esteem.  

 

Conclusion 

 

It has been the goal of this thesis to analyze the cultural and social similarities and differences 

between Edith Wharton’s The House of Mirth and Cecily von Ziegesar’s Gossip Girl series. The 

characters and many themes in The House of Mirth heavily influence the Gossip Girl series, yet 

the overall tone of the works is completely opposite. The above analysis also attempts to establish 

that fact that the works can be viewed as reflections of the society in which they were written, late 

19th-century and contemporary New York. With this is mind, this thesis examines what changes 

and advancements during the nearly 100-year gap between publications dates of the works can 

elucidate why Mirth is considered a serious work of fiction, whereas the Gossip Girl fiction is 

often ignominiously regarded as a mere work of popular culture. This thesis does not attempt to 

re-classify the works, but rather illuminate the tendency to recycle fiction stories for a 

contemporary audience. 

 

In late-19th-century New York, women were embarking upon a quest to maintain their hold over 

the wealthiest sectors of society. Marriage was an extremely important exploit because women 

needed to marry to retain social prominence and standards of wealth. As it was not becoming for 

a wealthy society woman to work, marriage often became the only recourse for perpetuating a 

high standard of living. At this time, marriage was not a matter of love, but of money and social 

appearances. In fact, the extreme displays of wealth at these weddings spurred the development 

of gossip and social journalism as a profession. This unique cultural setting is the backdrop for 

The House of Mirth. 

 

The cultural framework of the Gossip Girl series offers many more freedoms, especially in terms 

of marriage, for wealthy women. The 20th century saw a strong push for women’s rights 

including the right to vote. Feminism granted women more rights and the sense that they were 

equals to their male counterparts. Additionally, during the last 30 years marriage rates have been 

declining while divorce rates are on the rise year after year. This clearly indicates the diminishing 

importance of marriage. Wealthy women no longer need to marry to preserve a standard of living 
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because it is no longer uncommon for women to work for a living, or to work as socialites, 

accepting fees for public appearances. In contemporary American society, wealthy women are 

free to choose whether they want to marry for love, money or not marry at all. Clearly, the 

cultural setting of the Gossip Girl series is a less stifling environment for women. 

 

The real life historical aspects are reflected in the fictional constructions of the works, namely in 

their classifications. This thesis contends that Mirth is a realistic novel of manners, which 

presents an accurate portrayal of society along with commentary and criticism on the rigid social 

policies. Wharton makes clear her disdain for the suffocating reality Lily Bart suffers by 

presenting her with only two choices: an unfeeling, albeit social successful marriage or death. On 

the other hand, the Gossip Girl series is best seen as part of the chick lit genre in that it also 

presents a fairly accurate depiction of real-life contemporary wealthy teenagers in New York. 

However, the chick lit genre is often viewed as trash literature, not worthy of serious critical 

analysis. In fact, by shortening down literature to lit, the name itself implies a genre that is less 

serious. Although there is plenty of scholarly criticism concerning chick lit, it almost always 

includes a comparison to “real literature” and a subsequent defense of the genre.  

 

Despite this discrepancy in value, the novel of manners and chick lit are remarkably similar 

genres. They delve into similar themes of women’s issues, with the biggest difference being the 

particular time periods when they were written. Here it becomes clearer how important the 

historical setting becomes when discussing the fictional works. The Gossip Girl series is not only 

related to The House of Mirth in terms of characterizations and themes, but the works also come 

from the same literary tradition. In a very real sense, the Gossip Girl series is an updated novel of 

manners, in particular an updated version of Mirth. 

 

In addition to sharing parallel literary traditions, The House of Mirth and the Gossip Girl series 

both explore many analogous themes, including the effect of gossip, consumption of goods and 

women and the impact of social ruin. Although the works revolve around rumor and gossip, the 

effects of gossip in the texts are vastly different. In Mirth, gossip acts as a catalyst, which 

motivates the negative rumors surrounding Lily Bart leading to her social alienation and 

eventually rejection from her society friends. Often, other characters spread malicious gossip in 
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order to gain something at the expense of Lily’s repute. The overall impression of gossip in 

Wharton’s novel is decidedly negative because gossip and rumor are the main causes behind 

Lily’s social ruin. In contrast, gossip and rumor are positive and light-hearted in the Gossip Girl 

series. This is partly due to the fact that most gossip in the series is idle talk and without intention 

to cause disrepute. Gossip is also encouraged in the series because it often promotes community 

and a sense of belonging to the wealthy society through the words of the anonymous blogger 

Gossip Girl.  

 

Additionally, both of the works are filled with the objectification and consumption of women. 

Lily and Serena are often seen as works of art, especially in the eyes of men. The two women also 

consume clothing and exclusive products as an indication of social status. Despite these 

similarities, consumerism and consumption only serve to further propel Lily toward complete 

ruin, whereas Serena thrives and even promotes continued consumerism. This difference is partly 

a reflection of the time periods in which the novels were written. In Lily’s world, it is not possible 

for a woman of her social standing to take up paid work and earn her own money; therefore her 

consumerism slowly dissolves her finances and ability to retain her tenuous grasp on high 

society. In contrast, Serena’s world encourages her to consume and permit the consumption of 

her body as a means of social advancement. In fact, the Gossip Girl series itself also promotes 

consumption through its prominent showcase of luxury brand names though product placement. 

 

This thesis also investigates the significance of the extreme beauty of the two female 

protagonists, Lily and Serena. Both women are described as being exceptionally beautiful and 

because of this, they can use their good looks to their advantage. Lily tries to parlay her beauty 

and charms in order to win over wealthy men. Serena also uses her beauty to advance her social 

standing, but instead of explicitly attracting men, Serena stars in art shows and a movie, thus 

increasing her social value. However, the women’s considerable beauty also turns them into art 

object available for consumption by those around them. This is problematic for Lily as she is 

unable to cope with the constant pressure surrounding her to consume. In fact, her death at the 

end of the novel can be seen as an extension of her life as art. Moreover, the concluding scenes in 

Mirth and the Gossip Girl series are one of the main distinctions between them. Lily dies alone 

and completely ruined by the rich society in which she was desperately trying to gain acceptance. 
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In contrast, Serena ends up incredibly successful and popular, a glorious byproduct of a 

consumer-focused society. 

 

Changing perceptions and attitudes in American society during the last 100 years as reflected in 

fictional works has made it possible for a character like Serena to succeed where Lily failed. 

Faced with similar situations such as consumption by men and overwhelming gossip, Serena 

becomes a movie star because the contemporary society of Gossip Girl rewards women for 

offering themselves up for consumption. Serena’s anus is splashed all over New York City and 

she has sex with Blair’s boyfriend; yet she is not reprimanded by society, but encouraged. This is 

drastically different from Lily’s world. Lily is punished for being too free with her body as 

indicated by Gus Trenor’s attempt to rape Lily as payment for helping her with her finances. In 

the Gossip Girl series, money and sex are consumed freely without consequences for the women, 

whereas in The House of Mirth money is tied more exclusively with power and without these, 

Lily is assumed to be sexually promiscuous even when she is not, because there is no other 

alternative. This highlights the most significant difference between the works. Lily is punished 

for her consumption and consumerism because without cold, hard cash to back up her activities, 

she does not have the clout to be a free woman, like Bertha. However, in the Gossip Girl series 

society encourages Serena to ignore the role of money and instead she engages in sex and 

consumerism freely without the threat of repercussions of ruin. In short, 100 years of women’s 

progress in real-life American society, has permitted women to be sexually liberated and free to 

enjoy consumerism without threat of punishment. These specific changes are reflected in 

literature, in particular the Gossip Girl series, which is based on The House of Mirth.  

 

This thesis takes a very narrow focus comparing and investigating the main female characters in 

The House of Mirth and the Gossip Girl series in relation to New York society. However, an 

analysis of the two main male protagonists, Selden and Nate, might provide a glimpse into the 

changes during the last 100 years about how men are portrayed in both reality and fiction. More 

attention is obviously placed on women in a genre such as chick lit, but it would be illuminating 

to examine the role of men as well. Additionally, the Gossip Girl series is not the only 

contemporary fictional work to borrow from an earlier novel. Stephanie Harzewski highlights 

several other novel of manners such as Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice, Austen’s Sense and 
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Sensibility and Wharton’s The Custom of the Country that have chick lit counterparts in Helen 

Fielding’s Bridget Jones’s Diary (1996), Wanderlust (2003) and Trading Up (2003) (41). 

Therefore, it would be revealing to investigate several of the other texts to see if the same trends 

and patterns of increased female freedoms are observable in these other works.  
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